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1.

Browning Model T-Bolt T-1. Serial # 5222 X6. .22 RF caliber left handed straight pull bolt action
rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1966. Detachable 5 shot magazine NOT
included. The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver and floor plate is in poor to fair condition
with moderate surface rust. There is rust at the wood/metal contact indicating salt wood. The stock
is in good condition with some damage from the rust spots and a large patch of finish loss at the
heel. Original rear peep sight. Action works fine. C&R.

R.

2.

Stoeger Model P3000. Serial # 2015968. 12 Ga. pump action tactical shotgun with an 18-1/2”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Equipped with rifle sights, a magazine extension and a collapsible
folding butt stock. The matte black finish on the metal is in excellent condition showing no wear.
The black synthetic stock and forearm are in excellent condition as well. Shotgun appears to be in
new condition. Action works fine. Includes the original box.

R.

3.

Savage Model Mark II. Serial #0502169. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 21” barrel. The bore
will clean to excellent. 10 round detachable magazine. Made in Canada. The blued metal finish on
the barrel is very good showing some min or scuffs and scratches. The finish on the receiver shows
some scattered light rust. The black synthetic stock is in very good to excellent condition showing
some minor scuffs and handling marks. Original sights. Action works fine.

R.

4.

Remington Model 41P. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber single shot manually cocked bolt action rifle
with a 27” barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver
is in good condition with some thinning, scuffs and scratches. It has a slight brownish tint. The
plain walnut stock is in fair condition with scuffs and scrapes and some damage along the heel.
Original front and rear sights. Action works fine. C&R.

5.

Unknown Maker Lever Action. Serial NSN. Approx. .45 caliber single shot lever action rifle with a
28” heavy octagon barrel. The bore is poor, rusty and pitted. The barrel finish is a rusty brown
patina. The receiver is a brown patina, pitted and worn. It appears to be a cobbled together rifle.
The barrel shows evidence of a removed magazine tube. It has a cartridge lifter that does not
function. The plain walnut forearm and butt stock are in good condition with marks from use.
Action does not work.

6.

Taiyo Juki – Kassnar Imports Model Single Shot. Serial # 452. 20 Ga. single shot shotgun with a
28” plain barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 3”. Made in
Japan. The blued metal finish on the barrel is fair with large areas of cleaned surface rust and
scattered rust freckling. The finish on the receiver also shows cleaned surface rust along with carry
wear and scattered freckling. The hardwood stock and forearm are in good condition with some
dings and scratches. Action works OK.

R.
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7.

Mossberg Model 46. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel. The bore is
excellent. Tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in fair condition
with a covering of light surface rust along with some edge wear. The plain walnut stock is in good
condition with some dings, scrapes and a grainy finish. Sling swivels. Original front sight and
aperture rear sight. A scope mount base is attached to the left side of the receiver. The action works
OK. Includes a worn leather sling. C&R.

R.

8.

Savage Model 219. Serial #NSN. .30-30 single shot rifle with a 26” barrel. The bore will clean to
excellent. Automatic ejector. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition with some
light muzzle wear, scattered light rust freckles and some light scratching. The receiver shows some
light edge wear, scratching and light rust freckling. The plain walnut forearm and matching butt
stock is in good condition with scratches and some finish loss. Butt plate does not fit correctly and
is broken. Buckhorn rear sight and front ramp sight. Action works, but is stiff. Includes a 28”
Model 220 20 Ga barrel with a good bore. The metal finish on the spare barrel is fair with moderate
surface rust freckling. C&R.

R.

9.

Winchester Model 67A. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber manually cocked bolt action single shot rifle
with a 27” barrel. The bore is excellent. The blued metal finish shows some light muzzle wear and
scratching and has some patches of light surface rust freckling. The plain walnut stock is in good
condition with some scrapes and scratches from use along with some light finish wear. Original butt
plate is very good. Original sights. Action works fine. Made from 1934 to 1963. C&R.

R.

10.

Remington Model 591M. Serial # 1055974. 5MM RF Magnum caliber bolt action rifle with a 231/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1973. 5 shot detachable magazine. The original blued
metal finish on the barrel is very good showing some light scratching. The finish on the receiver is
very good showing little wear. The trigger guard shows some minor thinning. The plain walnut
stock is in very good to excellent condition showing only some minor scratches. Plastic quarter rib
with rear sight removed but included. Original butt plate and pistol grip cap. Action works fine.
Includes a Simmons 3-9x32 scope. Approximately 27,000 made between 1970 and 1974.

R.

11.

Remington Model 760. Serial # 55218 .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Made in 1952, the first year of production. Detachable magazine. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scratching. The
blued finish on the receiver and trigger guard shows some edge wear and thinning with some light
scratching. The grooved walnut forearm is in good condition with some dings from use. The butt
stock has the basket weave type checkering and is not correct for this gun. It is in very good
condition with light scratching. Plastic butt plate. Flip up rear sight, original front sight. Action
works fine. Includes a Redfield 2-7x scope in a Weaver flip mount and a leather sling in swivels.
C&R.

R.

12.

Winchester Model 37. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is
in good condition showing light muzzle wear with some dings, scratches and scattered dots of light
surface rust freckling. The receiver shows carry wear with light scratching. The plain walnut stock
and forearm are in very good condition with some minor marks from use. Original butt plate.
Action works fine and the barrel to frame lock-up is tight. C&R.

R.

13.

Marlin Model Golden 39A. Serial # 26151593. .22 RF caliber lever action rifle with a 24” round
barrel. The bore is excellent. Gold trigger. Full length tubular magazine. The original blued metal
finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little wear. The finish on
the receiver is excellent as well with some light scuffs on the top strap and some fine scratches on
the lever. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in very good to excellent condition with a few
small dings and scratches. Original sights including front hood. Original sling swivels.
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14.

Winchester Model 1912. Serial # 201356. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 30” plain barrel.
The bore is excellent. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The barrel choke Modified. Made in 1919. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is a professional re-blue and has a plum tint. It is in
excellent condition showing little wear. The finish on the receiver is also a re-blue and shows no
wear as well. The grooved walnut forearm and the matching plain butt stock have been refinished
and are in very good condition with some marks from use. Plastic butt plate. Action works fine.
C&R.

R.

15.

Marlin Model 336CS. Serial # 12081144. .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. Hammer block safety. Made in 1988. The original
blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition with only a few tiny
marks. The receiver finish is very good to excellent showing a hint of edge wear and some scattered
fine scratches. The plain walnut forearm is in very good condition showing some marks from use.
The plain walnut butt stock is in good condition showing some scuffs, scratches and finish wear.
Original sights, the front sight hood is missing. Stock bullseye is intact. Action works fine.
Includes a Simmons 1-4x20 scope in see through mounts.

R.

16.

Iver Johnson Model Champion. Serial # 70773D. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” solid rib
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The barrel finish is a professional re-blue
and is in excellent condition showing little wear. The receiver has been buffed and re-finished. It
has a plum hue with some remnant pitting and the markings are faint. There is some scattered light
rust on the bottom surface. The checkered walnut forearm and capped pistol grip butt stock have
been re-finished and are in very good to excellent condition with some minor marks. Action works
fine. C&R.

R.

17.

Savage Arms Stevens Model 94C. Serial # NSN. 28 Ga single shot shotgun with a 28” barrel . The
bore will clean to excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is in good condition with some cleaned light freckling, light scratches and cold
blue touch-up. The receiver shows remnant case colors with a haze of light surface rust. The black
painted trigger guard is worn. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in good condition with a few
scratches and paint speckles. Original butt plate. Action works fine. C&R.

R.

18.

Winchester Model 190. Serial # B2027852. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 20½” barrel. The
bore will clean to excellent. 15 shot tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some small scratches
and a small patch of fine rust freckling. The black finish on the alloy receiver is excellent showing
some scattered fine scratches. The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in very good to excellent
condition with a few scattered scratches. Original front and rear sights. Action works OK.

R

19a. First of a lot of 2: Colt Model Lord Derringer. Serial # 82030D. .22 RF short caliber single shot
derringer style pistol with a 2½” barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. This small derringer uses a
side pivoting action. It is 1 of a consecutively numbered set of 2. The black finish on the barrel has
faded slight and shows little wear. The gold finish on the frame is in very good condition with some
light scratching. The hard wood grips are in excellent condition. Action works fine.

R

19b. Second of a lot of 2: Colt Model Lord Derringer. Serial # 82031D. .22 RF short caliber single
shot pistol with a 2½” barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. This is the 2nd of a consecutively
numbered set of 2. The black finish on the barrel is excellent showing little wear. The gold finish on
the frame is in very good condition showing some light scratching. The hardwood grips are in
excellent condition. Action works fine. This set includes a wooden case in fair condition.
20.

Cabela’s - F. Llipietta Model 1851 Colt Navy. Serial # 472599. .44 caliber black powder
percussion revolver with a 7-1/4” octagon barrel. The bore is very good to excellent, clean with no
rust. Made in Italy by F. Llipietta. The blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is in excellent
condition showing no wear. The brass frame and trigger guard are in excellent condition. The case
colored hammer, trigger and loading lever are faded slightly. The walnut grips are in very good to
excellent condition with a few small marks. Gun appears to be un-fired. Action works fine.
Includes the original box with the instructions.
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21.

Winchester Model 37. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is
in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with a small patch of very light surface rust
freckling. The finish on the receiver shows little wear with some light scratching. The plain walnut
stock and forearm are in very good condition with some minor marks from use. Original butt plate.
Action works fine and the barrel to frame lock-up is tight. C&R.

R.

22.

Winchester Model 20. Serial # 4205. .410 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 26” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 2-1/2”. The blued metal finish on the barrel
shows light muzzle wear and thinning with some scattered light surface rust. The finish on the
receiver is a blotchy black/brown with carry wear and edge wear. The plain walnut stock and
forearm are in good condition with some marks from use. Action works fine. A total of 23,616
manufactured between 1919 and 1924. C&R.

R.

23.

Marlin Model 336. Serial # AA5552. .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. Gold saddle ring and trigger. Made in 1965. The
original blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good condition with only a few
small marks and some widely scattered light rust freckles. The receiver finish is very good to
excellent showing a hint of edge wear and some scattered fine scratches and light rust freckles. The
plain walnut forearm is in very good condition showing some light marks from use. The plain walnut
butt stock is in very good condition as well showing some light marks. Original sights including the
front sight hood. Stock bullseye is missing. Action works fine. C&R.

R.

24.

Winchester Model 37. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is
a professional re-finish and is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some
remnant underlying dings. The finish on the receiver is a re-blue as well and shows little wear with
some light scratching. The plain walnut stock and forearm have been refinished and are in
excellent condition. Original butt plate. Action works fine and the barrel to frame lock-up is tight.
C&R.

R.

25.

Thames Arms Co. Model Double Action. Serial # 5478. .38 S&W caliber double action top eject
revolver with a 3¼” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. 5 shot cylinder. Made by
H&R. The original nickel finish on the metal is in very good condition with some scattered spots of
discoloration. The hard rubber grips are in excellent condition, no cracks or chips. The action
works OK. Includes a cardboard box and an almost full box of vintage Remington .38 S&W
ammunition. C&R.

R.

26.

Smith & Wesson Model Pre-Model 40 Centennial. Serial # 5949. .38 Spl. caliber double action
revolver with a 1-7/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. 5 shot hammerless round butt revolver made
on the J frame. Equipped with a grip safety. The blued metal finish on the barrel shows a large
patch of holster wear. The cylinder shows holster wear and thinning with a cylinder line and some
scattered light rust freckling. The frame shows some edge wear and light scratching with wear to the
top strap. The plain walnut grips are in good condition with scratching and finish wear. Action
works fine. Made from 1952-1957. C&R.

R.

27.

Winchester Model 50 Featherweight. Serial # 1648835A. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28”
plain barrel. The bore is excellent. Lightweight version of the standard Model 50. Made in 1960.
The blued finish on the barrel is in excellent condition with some fine scratches. The black finish on
the alloy receiver is very good to excellent with some fine scratches. The checkered walnut stock and
forearm are in excellent condition showing little wear. Action works fine. Sling swivel studs added.
Made from 1954 to 1961. C&R.
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28.

Smith & Wesson Model 15-3. Serial # 11K2160. .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1977. Made on the K frame with a square butt and
adjustable sights. The original blued metal finish on the metal shows very little wear. The
checkered walnut grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The hammer and
trigger show good case color. Action works like new and the gun appears to have been fired very
little.

R.

29.

Remington Model 722. Serial # 408642. .222 Rem caliber bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1959. Original front sight, replacement rear sight. The blued metal finish
on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing little wear with some light scratching.
The checkered walnut stock is in very good to excellent condition showing only minor marks from
use. The floor plate and trigger guard show some light edge wear with a light haze of surface rust.
Original Remington butt plate. Action works fine. C&R.

R.

30.

Ruger New Model Single Six. Serial # 63-27228. .22 LR/.22 Mag caliber single action revolver
with a 5-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Dual cylinder revolver with .22 LR and .22 Mag
cylinders. Made in 1974. Adjustable sights. The blued metal finish on the barrel is excellent
showing little wear. The finish on the frame, cylinder and grip frame are excellent as well showing
just a faint cylinder line. The original walnut grips are in very good condition with some minor marks
from use. Action works fine. Includes the extra cylinder in the red velvet pouch.

R.

31.

Smith & Wesson Model M&P 40c. Serial # DTC5890. .40 S&W caliber semi auto striker fired
pistol with a 3-1/2” barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. 10 round detachable magazine. This
pistol features a matte stainless steel slide with a black polymer frame. The finish on the slide is in
very good condition with only some light edge wear. The polymer frame is in excellent condition with
little wear. Action works fine. Includes the original black plastic box, instructions, an extra
magazine and 2 extra back straps.

R.

32.

Taurus Model PT-22. Serial # 91637Z. .22 RF caliber “Tip Up Barrel” semi auto pistol with a 2¼”
barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. 9 round detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the
barrel and slide is in excellent condition showing little wear. The polymer frame is in excellent
condition. The black plastic grips are excellent showing little sign of use. There is some red paint on
the front sight post. Action works fine. Includes the original box and papers.

R.

33.

Ruger Model No. 1-S Medium Sporter. Serial # 134-21745. .45-70 caliber single shot rifle with a
22” barrel. The bore is excellent. The original blue finish on the barrel is in excellent condition
showing little wear. The receiver finish is excellent as well with only some very fine scratches on the
sides of the receiver. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition with a few
dings and some impressions on the forearm. Original black rubber butt pad. Original front and rear
sights and quarter rib. Action works fine. Includes original Ruger rings.

R.

34.

Ruger New Model Blackhawk. Serial # 37-98564. .357 Magnum caliber single action 6 shot
revolver with a 6-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 2009. The original blued finish on the
barrel, frame and cylinder is in excellent condition showing little wear. The checkered black plastic
grips are in excellent condition with only slight wear. Adjustable sights. Action works fine. Includes
the original gray plastic case with the instructions.

R. 35.

Ruger New Model Blackhawk. Serial # 37-98534. .357 Magnum caliber single action 6 shot
revolver with a 6-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 2009. The original blued finish on the
barrel, frame and cylinder is in excellent condition showing little wear. The checkered black plastic
grips are in excellent condition with only slight wear. Adjustable sights. Action works fine. Includes
the original gray plastic case, no manual.
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Italian Vetterli-Vitali Model 1870/87/15. Serial # NT7903. 6.5x52MM Carcano caliber bolt
action rifle with a 34” barrel. The bore is poor with a rough, rusty bore with visible rifling. It might
clean up somewhat with some scrubbing. This is an 1870/87 rifle that was converted during WWI
to use the 6.5x52MM service ammunition by soldering a liner in the original barrel. Made at the
Brescia Arsenal in 1885. The metal finish is a rusty brown patina. The original military stock is
numbered to the gun and is in fair condition showing numerous dings and impressions from many
years of use. There is a chunk of wood missing from the toes. The cleaning rod is missing. Action
seems to work, but is a little sluggish.

37.

N.J.S Model Percussion Shotgun. Serial # 9964. Approx. 20 Ga black powder percussion fired
shotgun with a 32” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made is India. Barrel is marked “Narain
Jagannath Sikligar Udaipur Australian Tube” The blued metal finish on the barrel is very good to
excellent showing little wear with only some minor marks from use. The lightly engraved lock plate
shows slight wear. The checkered hardwood half stock is in good condition with some marks from
use. The action works OK. Includes the ramrod.

38.

U.S. Trenton Model 1861 Percussion Musket. Serial # NSN. .58 caliber black powder percussion
rifle with a 40” barrel. The bore is very good with a dusty bore. Lock is marked “Trenton” and dated
1864. The barrel is dated 1863. The finish on the metal is a cleaned gray patina with a haze of
surface rust. The VP proofs are visible. The side of the barrel shank is marked “NJ”. The stock is in
fair to good condition with dings, scratches, and finish wear. There is a deeply struck but illegible
stock cartouche visible. 2 leaf rear sight. Lock works. The rifle appears to be complete including
the correct ramrod. Please see the picture to get a better idea of the description.

39.

Ward Model Percussion Fowler. Serial # NSN. Approx. 12 Ga. black powder percussion fired
double barrel shotgun with 29” barrels. The bores are rusty. The lock plates are marked “Ward”
and the barrel rib is marked “London Fine Twist”. The metal is a gray patina with areas of older
cleaned surface rust. The lightly engraved lock plates are a worn gray patinal. The checkered
walnut half stock is in fair condition with wear and marks from use. There is a crack in the left side
and a large sliver of wood missing from the right side. Steel trigger guard and butt plate. Action
works OK. Includes the ramrod and an arrow-like device.

R.

40.

Harrington & Richardson Model Premier First Model. Serial # A19005. .22 RF caliber double
action revolver with a 3” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. 7 shot cylinder.
Auto ejecting. This is a Fifth Variation made 1904. The original nickel finish is in excellent
condition showing some light scratches. The original checkered black plastic grips are excellent, no
cracks or chips. Action works properly. The First Model was made from 1895 until 1904. Includes
a leather holster. C&R.

R.

41.

Marlin Model 60 SB. Serial # 98409347. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Tubular magazine. The polished stainless steel finish on the barrel is in excellent
condition with only some minor marks from use. The satin silver finish on the alloy receiver is in
excellent condition as well with just some fine scratches. The checkered hardwood stock is in very
good to excellent condition with a few dings from use. Front sight blade and hood is missing.
Action works fine.

R.

42.

Winchester Model 1890. Serial # 429647. .22 Short caliber pump action rifle with a 24” octagon
barrel. The bore is poor, rusty and dirty. Made in C. 1911. Tubular magazine. The metal finish on
the barrel is a brown patina with edge wear and surface rust. The magazine tube is a lighter brown
patina. The receiver finish is a dark brown patina. The take-down screw is missing with a bolt in its
place. The grooved walnut forearm is in good condition with finish wear. Both screw are missing.
The plain walnut butt stock is in good condition with marks from use and finish wear. Original
sights. Steel crescent butt plate. Action works OK. C&R.
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43.

N.R. Davis & Sons Model Ajax. Serial # E5616. 12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 28” barrels.
The bores will clean to very good. The barrels are choked Modified and Full. Made by Davis-Warner
Arms Corp. Double triggers and extractor only. The finish on the barrels is in fair condition, they
have been heavily cleaned with most of the finish missing from the right barrel. There is some
patches of surface rust remaining. The receiver is worn to near bare gray with some traces of case
color remaining. The plain walnut stock and forearm have been refinished and are in good to very
good condition with some marks from use. Action works OK. C&R.

R.

44.

Stevens Model 620. Serial # U93236. 20 Ga. pump action take-down shotgun with a 28” plain
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
good to very good condition with some thinning and scattered light rust freckling. The receiver
shows some edge wear, thinning and scratching. The checkered walnut stock and forearm have
been refinished and are in are in fair to good condition with a small crack on the forearm. The butt
is fitted with a non-factory recoil pad. There is a brass medallion screwed to the grip cap. Action
works OK. C&R.

R.

45.

Remington Model 722. Serial # 305133. .222 Rem caliber bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1953. Original front sight, rear sight has been removed. The blued metal
finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing little wear with some light scuffs.
The checkered walnut stock with a contrasting nose piece and grip cap is an aftermarket
replacement. It is in very good to excellent condition showing minor scratches and marks from use.
The floor plate and trigger guard show some light edge wear. The action works fine. Includes a
Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x40 scope in a Redfield mount. C&R.

R.

46.

Winchester Model 88. Serial # 77431. .308 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1959. Detachable magazine. Cloverleaf upper tang. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing some scattered light scratching.
The finish on the receiver is excellent showing little wear. The lever shows some light edge wear and
a few light scratches. The checkered walnut stock is in very good condition showing some light
scuffs and scratches with some light finish wear. Original sling swivels. Original sights including
the front sight hood. Original plastic butt plate. Action works fine. Includes a Redfield 4x scope in
see through mounts and a leather sling. C&R.

R.

47.

Savage Model 99G. Serial #779446. .300 Sav. caliber lever action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Internal rotary magazine with cartridge counter. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and receiver is very good showing light edge wear with some light scratches on the receiver. The
lever shows good case color. The checkered walnut forearm and butt stock are in very good
condition with some marks and scratches from use. Original butt plate. Includes a Weaver
Marksman 3-9x32 scope. C&R.

R.

48.

Remington Model 870 Wingmaster. Serial # 122817W. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28”
matted barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The barrel is choked Full.
This is an early model made in 1951 with the barrel numbered to the receiver. The blued metal
finish on the barrel shows some thinning with scratching and a light haze of surface rust freckling.
The receiver shows light edge wear and some light scratching along with some heavier light rust
freckling. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in good condition with scratches, dings and
finish wear from use. Original butt plate. Action works fine. C&R.

R.

49.

Winchester Model 1300 Turkey. Serial # L2395743. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 22”
ventilated barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. The barrel accepts Winchoke screw in choke
tubes and comes with an Extra Full choke tube installed. The chamber is 3”. The matte black finish
on the barrel is in good condition with some dings and scratches. The black finished alloy receiver
has some nasty dings on the left side. The checkered Win-Cam laminated stock and forearm are in
very good to excellent condition with some minor marks and scratches. Recoil pad and sling swivel
studs. Receiver drilled and tapped for scope mounts. Action works fine. Includes a nylon web sling.
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50.

Remington Model 760. Serial # B7152213 .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1979. Detachable magazine (The mag is for a semi-automatic Model 7400
and has a hold-open feature). The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing
little wear with some light scratching and some widely scattered dots of light freckling. The blued
finish on the receiver and trigger guard shows some edge wear with some light scratching. The
checkered walnut forearm is in very good condition with some minor marks from use. The matching
checkered butt stock is in very good condition as well with light scratching and marks from use.
Plastic butt plate. Original front and rear sights. Action works fine. Includes a Leupold Vari-X II 39x40 scope in see through mounts and a leather sling.

R.

51.

Marlin Model 15Y. Serial # 13672769. .22 RF caliber single shot bolt action youth rifle with a 16”
barrel. The bore is excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good to very
good condition with a few scratches and some paint spatter on the barrel near the muzzle. The
hardwood stock is in good to very good condition with some dings and scratches. Action works fine.

R.

52.

Remington Model 700 BDL Stainless Synthetic. Serial # S6347143. .338 Win. Mag caliber bolt
action rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is excellent. Hinged floor plate. Made without sights. The
matte stainless steel finish on the barrel is very good with some scuffs near the muzzle. The receiver
shows very little sign of use. The black checkered synthetic stock is in very good condition with
some minor scuffs and scratches from use. Action works fine. Includes a B&L Elite 3000 3-9x40
scope and the instructions.

R.

53.

DWM Model P-08 Luger. Serial # 310. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4” barrel. The
bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Marked 1916 above the chamber and DWM on the
toggle. Detachable wood bottom magazine with a matching number. Appears to be all matching
including the grip panels. The metal has been refinished at some point in the past. It is in good to
very good condition with some scattered light rust freckles. Straw colored parts are in good
condition. The checkered walnut grips are in very good condition showing slight wear. The action
works fine. C&R.

R.

54.

DWM Model P-08 Luger. Serial # 3434. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4” barrel. The
bore is good to very good, clean with strong rifling. Marked 1917 above the chamber and DWM on
the toggle. Detachable wood bottom magazine has an etched number on the body which does not
match. Appears to be a 2-number gun with the barrel, slide and toggle matched as a group and the
lower parts including the frame, take-down latch, side plate and grips matched as a group. The
metal finish shows some edge wear and light scratching. Straw colored parts are in good condition.
The checkered walnut grips are in very good condition showing slight wear. The action works fine.
C&R.

R.

55.

Winchester Model 1894. Serial # 751058. .32 Win Spl. caliber lever action take-down rifle with a
26” octagon barrel. The bore is mostly very good, it is clean with strong rifling with a patch of
corrosion at mid bore. Made in 1914. Full length tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the
barrel and magazine tube shows scratching and edge wear with some widely scattered light freckling.
It is taking on a brownish patina. The receiver and lever are worn to a near bare gray with dings,
scratches and spots of older cleaned surface rust. The plain walnut forearm and butt stock have
been refinished with a glossy finish and are in good to very good condition with scratches and finish
wear. The crescent butt plate is in good condition. Original sights. Sling swivel stud in butt with a
crude loop swivel in the front band. The action works fine. Includes a leather sling. C&R.

R.

56.

Remington Model 141. Serial # 24340. .35 Remington caliber pump action rifle with a 24” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in 1939. Tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is
very good showing little wear. The magazine tube shows wear from carry and use. The finish on the
receiver shows some light edge wear with some carry wear on the bottom along with some light
scratching. The grooved walnut forearm is in very good condition, extra finish has been added. The
matching plain walnut stock is in good condition. It has had extra finish added and again shows
dings and scratches from use. Non-factory recoil pad. Rear sight has been removed and a Lyman
receiver mounted peep sight added.. Action works fine. Includes a leather sling. Made from 1935 to
1950. C&R
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Remington Model 11-A. Serial # 796651. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28” plain barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. This was a licensed version of the Browning Auto-5.
The blued metal finish on the barrel shows wear and scratches with scattered spots of light surface
rust freckling. The receiver shows some light carry wear and light edge wear with some scattered
freckling. The plain walnut forearm is in very good condition with some minor marks from use. The
matching plain walnut butt stock is in very good condition as well with some marks and scratches
from use. The action works fine. Made from 1911 to 1949. C&R.

58.

Traditions Model PA Accelerator. Serial # 14-13-012888-14. .50 caliber black powder flintlock
rifle with a 25” octagon barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with a hint of light rust in the
grooves. The matte black finish on the barrel is very good showing some light scuffing and
scratching. The checkered black synthetic stock is in very good to excellent condition with some
minor scuffing and scratching. Fiber optic front and rear sights. Recoil pad. Sling swivel studs and
ramrod. Action works fine. Includes the original box.

59.

Sig Sauer Model P938. Serial # 52B228689. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 3” barrel.
The bore is excellent. 6 shot detachable magazine. Alloy frame and a stainless steel slide with a
black Nitron finish. Siglite night sights. Ambi thumb safety. The original matte finish on the slide
and frame is excellent showing no wear. The Sig rubber combat grips are excellent with no wear.
Action works like new and the gun appears to have been fired very little. Includes the instructions, a
mag loader, a gun lock, a cleaning rod, 7 extra genuine Sig magazines and a new in box Sneaky Pete
holster.

60.

Italian Model 1851 Colt Navy. Serial # E600044. .44 caliber black powder percussion revolver
with a 7-1/4” octagon barrel. The bore is very good to excellent, clean with no rust. Made in Italy.
The blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is in excellent condition showing no wear. The
case hardened frame shows faded case color. The brass grip frame and trigger guard are in good to
very condition with some dulling and scratches. The case colored hammer, trigger and loading lever
are faded slightly. The hardwood grips are in very good condition with a few small marks. Action
works fine.

R.

61.

Savage Arms Co. – Stevens Model 94. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” barrel.
The bore will clean to good/very good. The barrel is choked Imp. Mod. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is poor to fair with a coating of moderate surface rust. The receiver is a gray patina with
moderate surface rust. The plain walnut forearm has been refinished and is in good condition. The
butt stock has been heavily altered, it has a crack in the wrist with a hole through it. The butt plate
is missing. The action seems to work OK. C&R.

R.

62.

Ithaca – SKB Model 3000. Serial # S11074. 12 Ga. 3” semi auto shotgun with a 28” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. Made in Japan by SKB for Ithaca. The finish on the
barrel is cleaned to a near bare gray. The barrel has no markings. The engraved alloy receiver is
heavily worn with scratching. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in good condition with
dings and scratches. Original butt plate. The action works OK, but it will not feed shells from the
magazine tube. Imported from 1988 to 1990.

R.

63.

J. Stevens Arms Model 94B. Serial # NSN. 16 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel. The bore
will clean to excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The blued metal finish on the barrel is very good
showing some thinning with scattered light surface rust freckles. The receiver shows good case
color with some light surface rust. The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in good
condition with some dings and marks from use as well as some cleaned mildew stains and finish
wear. The action work OKs. C&R.

R.

R.
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R.

64.

Wards Western Field – Montgomery Ward Model 52-SB311-TA. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. double
barreled shotgun with 28” barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels are choked Cylinder and
Modified. Made for Montgomery Ward & Co by Savage, it is the same as the Model 5100. Double
triggers and extractors only. The blued metal finish on the barrels is good to very good showing light
wear with some scratching and widely scattered light rust freckles. The receiver finish is mostly gray
with some traces of case color and cleaned surface rust on the underside. The plastic “Tenite” stock
and forearm are in very good condition showing some scratches and scuffs. Original butt plate. The
action works fine. C&R.

R.

65.

Mossberg Model 835 Ulti-Mag. Serial # UM191128. 12 Ga pump action shotgun with a 24”
ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw-in Accu-Chokes, a Full choke
is installed. The chamber is 3-1/2”. The shotgun has full coverage factory painted camo. The
finish is in very good condition with some scuffing and scratches. The synthetic forearm and
matching butt stock are very good with some light scuffing and scratching. Factory recoil pad. Top
of receiver drilled and tapped for scope mounting. Action functions fine. A nylon sling with swivels
and an extra choke tube are included.

R.

66.

N.R. Davis & Sons Model Ajax. Serial # B9520. 12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 28” barrels.
The bores are excellent. The barrels are choked Modified and Full. Made by Davis-Warner Arms
Corp. Double triggers and extractor only. The finish on the barrels is in fair to good condition, the
bluing is heavily worn with spots of older cleaned surface rust. The receiver is a worn grayish brown
patina. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in good to very good condition with some marks
from use. Plastic butt plate. Action works OK. C&R.

R.

67.

Harrington & Richardson Model 162 Topper Buck. Serial # AF269971. 20 Ga. single shot
shotgun with a 28” barrel. The bore will clean to very good. The barrel is choked Full and the
chamber is 3”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition with some patches of
moderate surface rust. The receiver shows good case color with a haze of light surface rust. The
plain hardwood stock and forearm are in good to very good condition with some dings and scratches
from use. Original red recoil pad. Action works. C&R.

R.

68.

Baker Gun Co. Model Batavia Special. Serial # 164311. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 30”
barrels. The bores are fair to good, clean with light pitting. The barrels are choked Full and Full.
Double triggers and extractors. The blued metal finish on the barrels is worn to a near gray with
dings on the rib. The receiver and trigger guard have been polished bright with dings around the
pins. The checkered walnut forearm is heavily worn with a crack in the end. The plain walnut butt
stock has been sanded with dings and scratches. The steel butt plate is polished. The action works
fine. C&R.

R.

69.

Eastern Arms Co. Double Barrel. Serial # E23097. 12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 30” barrels.
The bores are very good to excellent with just a hint of some light pitting. The barrels are choked full
and Imp Mod. Made by J. Stevens Arms. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in good condition
with muzzle wear and scratches along with scattered light rust freckling. There is a small dent in
the left barrel. The receiver and trigger guard have been polished bright. The plain walnut forearm
has been refinished and is in good condition. The butt stock is a poorly fit replacement and is in
very good condition. Action works OK. C&R.

R.

70.

Remington Model 700 Classic. Serial # B6724785. .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1994. Made without sights. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is in excellent condition showing little wear with a few small marks from use. The finish on
the receiver is excellent as well showing no wear. The floor plate and trigger guard show some light
scratching. The checkered walnut classic style stock is in very good condition with some small dings
and scratches. Original hard rubber butt pad. Action works fine. Includes Leupold scope base and
rings.
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71.

Remington Model 700 Classic. Serial # B6694397. .270 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1985. Made without sights. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is in excellent condition showing little wear. The finish on the receiver is excellent as well
showing no wear. The floor plate and trigger guard show little sign of use. The checkered walnut
classic style stock is in very good to excellent condition with some minor marks from use and some
light dings on the toe. Original hard rubber butt pad. Action works fine. Includes Leupold scope
base and rings.

R.

72.

Winchester Model 37. Serial # NSN. 16 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” barrel. The bore is
good, clean and shiny with some spots of roughness. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 23/4”. The metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition, it is a brown patina with moderate surface
rust. The receiver has been aggressively cleaned to bare gray with older cleaned surface rust. The
plain walnut forearm is in very good condition with some minor marks from use. The plain walnut
butt stock is in fair condition with marks from use with a small chunk of wood missing where it
meets the receiver. Original butt plate. Action works fine and the barrel to frame lock-up is tight.
C&R.

R.

73.

Baikal – Remington Model IZH18MN. Serial # 071844618R. .243 Win. single shot rifle with a
23½” hammer forged barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. Action release lever behind trigger
guard. The satin blue metal finish on the barrel and trigger guard is in excellent condition showing
no wear. The nickel plated receiver is in excellent condition as well showing no wear. The checkered
walnut stock and forearm are in excellent condition with only a few marks from use. Factory recoil
pad. Action works fine.

R.

74.

Eddystone Model of 1917. Serial # 31603. .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel. The
bore will clean to excellent. This is a sporterized version of the 1917 Enfield. The rear sight ears
have been milled down and the kink removed from the floorplate. A new barrel without provision for
sights has been installed and the metal re-blued. The metal finish shows light wear with some light
scratches. The trigger guard and floor plate show little wear. The walnut stock is a Fajen sporter
stock and is in good condition with some scuffs and scratches. The action works fine. Includes a
Tasco 3-9x40 scope in weaver rings. C&R.

R.

75.

Browning Model Auto-5 Light Twelve. Serial # 2G70068. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 271/2” plain barrel. The bore is will clean to very good/excellent. The barrel is fitted with a Poly
Choke adjustable choke. Made in Belgium in 1962. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good
condition showing some light rub marks with light scratching and some scattered surface rust. The
blued metal finish on the engraved receiver is in fair to good condition showing thinning, scratching
and scattered light rust freckling. It is starting to take on a brownish tint. The checkered walnut
round knob stock and forearm are in fair to good condition with some dings, scratches, and loss of
finish, no cracks. The bone butt plate is in good condition with minimal chipping around the edges.
Action works fine. C&R.

R.

76.

Revelation Model 316K. Serial # NSM. 16 Ga. bolt action shot shotgun with 26” barrel. The bore
is excellent. The barrel is fitted with an adjustable choke. Made by Mossberg for Western Auto.
Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver shows light edge wear, light
scratching and a scattering of light surface rust freckling. The hardwood stock and forearm are in
good to very good condition with a few marks and scratches. The plastic trigger guard is very good.
Action works fine. C&R.

R.

77.

Savage Model 340V. Serial # 225456. .225 Win. bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is
excellent. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is excellent
showing little wear. The checkered walnut stock is in very good condition showing some minor
marks and light finish wear. Front ramp sight and adjustable rear sight. A scope side mount has
been added. Includes a DOA 600 3-9x40 scope.
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78.

Argentine DWM M1909 Mauser Sporter. Serial # G9358. .25-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 261/2” medium contour barrel. The bore is excellent. This is a sporterized version of the Argentine
M1909 military Mauser. The military barrel has been replaced, the bolt handle altered and the
safety replaced. No sights. The action was re-blued and shows little wear with some light
scratching. The trigger guard and floor plate show little wear. The nicely figured walnut stock is a
very nice sporter stock with a cheek rest and is in very good to excellent condition with some minor
marks from use. Thin black rubber recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes scope bases and
rings. One ring is missing its top cover. C&R.

R.

79.

J. Stevens Arms Model 107B. Serial # NSN. 16 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The blued metal finish on the barrel is a re-blue with
little wear with some light surface rust freckling. The receiver has been re-blued and shows a plum
tint. The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in good condition with some dings and
marks from use. Original butt plate. The action work OKs. C&R.

R.

80.

Remington Model No. 2 Sporting Rifle. Serial # 14234. .32 RF caliber single shot rifle with a 24”
octagon barrel. The bore is good, fairly clean with good rifling and some frosting in the grooves. It
may clean better. The metal finish on the barrel and receiver has been re-blued and again shows
some spots of light surface rust. The plain walnut forearm has a steel tip that has been re-blued.
The wood has been refinished and is in very good condition. The matching plain walnut butt stock
has been refinished and is also in very good condition. The crescent steel butt plate has been reblued. Original sights. Action works fine. Made from c. 1873 to c. 1910 in a quantity estimated at a
few thousand. C&R.

R.

81.

Harrington & Richardson Model 732 Guardsman. Serial # AS16357. .32 S&W caliber double
action revolver with a 4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1978. 6 shot swing out cylinder.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is excellent showing little wear. The receiver and cylinder finish
is excellent as well showing little to no sign of use. The original black plastic grips are in excellent
condition showing no wear. Windage adjustable rear sight. Action works fine. This is the 2nd
Model with the transfer bar ignition made from 1974 to 1986. Includes a soft case.

R.

82.

Kayhan Art – Mossberg Model Silver Reserve. Serial # TR20014277. 20 Ga. over and under
shotgun with 26” barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels accept screw in chokes and comes
with Full and Imp. Mod. choke tubes installed. Made in Turkey. Single selective trigger and
extractor only. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good to excellent condition with very
little wear and a few light scuffs. The satin nickel, silver colored receiver has 2 scenes of ducks
inlayed in gold. It is also in excellent condition showing little if any wear. The checkered walnut
stock and forearm sets are in very good condition with some light marks from use. Action is tight
and works fine. Includes the box, with extra choke tubes.

R.

83.

Spanish Model 1893 Mauser Rifle. Serial # D8343. 7mm Mauser caliber bolt action rifle with a
29” barrel. The bore will clean to very good, no pitting. This rifle started life as a Spanish military
rifle made at the Oviedo Arsenal in 1926. The rifle has been semi-sporterized by cutting down the
stock and discarding the barrel hardware and hand guard. The military sights have been retained.
The bolt number matches the receiver. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good
condition showing some light edge wear and scratching. The curt down hardwood stock has been
refinished and is in is in good condition with some minor marks from use. Action works OK. (C&R)

R.

84.

J. Stevens Arms Model 520. Serial # nsn. 12 Ga. pump action take-down shotgun with a 30”
plain barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The metal has been refinished with a Ceracote-like finish. The barrel is an OD green color, the receiver and magazine tube
is a desert tan color. The finish shows some light scratching on the breech end of the barrel. The
grooved walnut forearm and plain butt stock have been refinished and are in good to very good
condition with some marks from use. Fiber optic front sight. This is the early version made from
1909 to 1914 with the slide release on the left side. Action works fine. C&R.
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85.

Winchester Model 97. Serial # 796504. 12 Ga. pump action take down shotgun with a 30” plain
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Modified. Made in 1928. The blued metal finish
on the barrel is in good condition with some thinning, light scratching and some light surface rust
freckling. It is starting to turn brown in spots. The finish on the magazine tube shows wear from
the pumping action. The receiver shows heavy edge and carry wear with scratching and older
cleaned surface rust. The grooved walnut forearm is in good to very good condition with a few minor
marks from use. The plain walnut butt stock is in good condition with some marks from use,
scratches and finish wear. Original butt plate. The action works fine. C&R.

R.

86.

J. Stevens Model 14-1/2 Little Scout. Serial # NSN. .22 RF single shot falling block rifle with a
20” round barrel. The bore is poor, rusty with pitting. Fixed sights. Action opens with a thumb
lever. The blued metal finish on the barrel shows thinning with scratching and scattered light
surface rust. The receiver finish is a grayish brown patina with scattered light surface rust freckling.
The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock show scuffs and scratching with finish wear, no
cracks. Action seems to work OK. C&R.

R.

87.

J. Stevens Model Marksman. Serial # V409. .22 RF single shot tip-open rifle with a 22” round
barrel. The bore is fair to poor, rough with visible rifling. Fixed sights. Action tips open with a lever
action. The metal finish on the barrel has been aggressively cleaned to a bare gay with light surface
rust. The receiver finish is a worn gray patina with scattered light surface rust freckling. The plain
walnut forearm and matching butt stock show marks and scratching from use with finish wear, no
cracks. Action seems to work OK, it has a slight amount of play. C&R.

R.

88.

J.C. Higgins Model 20. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel. The
bore will clean to excellent. The barrel is fitted with a Polychoke adjustable choke. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is very good showing light wear and some light scratching. The finish on the
receiver shows some thinning with light edge wear and light scratching. The grooved walnut forearm
and matching plain walnut butt stock are in very good condition with some minor marks from use.
Poorly fitted non-factory red rubber recoil pad. Action works fine. C&R.

R.

89.

Harrington & Richardson Model 1908. Serial # 26164. 12 Ga single shot top-break shotgun with
a 30” barrel. The bore is fair with some light pitting. The barrel is choked Imp. Mod. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is good with a slight blotchy brown appearance with some scratching. The
receiver shows some traces of remnant case color and some older cleaned surface rust. The plain
walnut forearm is good with minor marks and finish wear from use. The matching plain butt stock
has a crack through the knob and has been refinished. Original butt plate is good, no cracks. The
action seems to work fine and the lock-up is tight. C&R.

R.

90.

Mossberg Model 46M (b). Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 23” barrel. The bore
will clean to very good/excellent. Tubular magazine. The original blued metal finish on the barrel
and receiver is very good showing little wear with some scatterd light surface rust, wear on the bolt
handle and scratching on the dust cover. The plain walnut stock is in good condition showing
scratches, dings, and worn finish from use. Original front and rear sights with a receiver mounted
S-130 peep sight. Trigger guard is nor warped. Action works fine. Original sling swivels. Made from
1945 to 1952. C&R.

R.

91.

Lanber – Arms Of America Model 105. Serial # 234251 12-70. 12 Ga. over/under shotgun with
28” ventilated rib barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels accept screw-in choke tubes, Full
and Modified tubes are installed. Made in Spain. Single selective trigger with automatic ejectors.
The blued finish on the barrels is in very good condition with some fine scratches and wear on the
barrels. The engraved coil finish receiver shows some light scratches as well. The checkered walnut
stock and forearm are in very good to excellent condition with some small dings and scratches.
Original rubber recoil pad. Action works fine.
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J. Stevens Model 14-1/2 Little Scout. Serial # NSN. .22 RF single shot falling block rifle with a
20” round barrel. The bore is poor to fair, dirty and rough with visible rifling. Fixed sights. Action
opens with a thumb lever. The metal finish on the barrel is a rusty brown patina. The receiver
finish is a dark gray patina. The trigger guard is missing. The plain walnut forearm and matching
butt stock are in good condition with some scuffs and scratching with finish wear, no cracks. Action
seems to work OK. C&R.

93.

Thompson Center Model Hawken Percussion Rifle. Serial # 260907. .50 caliber percussion fired
black powder muzzle loading rifle with a 29” octagon barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong
rifling and no rust. Working double set triggers. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent
condition showing little wear. The lock plate and hammer show good case color. The brass trigger
guard, patch box, butt plate and barrel hardware are in good condition with some spotting and
should polish up fine. The walnut stock is in very good to excellent condition with some small
marks from use. Action works fine. Includes a wood ram rod.

R.

94.

Winchester Model 67. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action manually cocked single shot rifle
with a 27” barrel. The bore will clean to very good/excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and receiver shows some light wear with a haze of light surface rust. They are starting to turn
brown. The chrome on the bolt is in good condition with some scratching. The trigger guard shows
some scratching and finish wear and has a brownish tint. The plain walnut finger groove stock is in
good condition with some minor marks and finish wear. Original butt plate. Original sights. Action
works OK. C&R.

R.

95.

Savage Model 1899B. Serial # 51.3402. .303 Sav. lever action rifle with a 26” octagon barrel. The
bore is fair, dark and rough with visible rifling. Although the S/N is a 6 digit number, I believe the 2
was added later. The original S/N is 51.340 indicating that it was made in 1905. The metal finish
on the barrel has been re-blued and is in good condition scratching and scattered dots of light
surface freckling. The receiver has been re-blued and edge wear with underlying older cleaned
surface rust. The lever shows faded case color. The plain walnut straight grip stock and forearm
are in good condition with dings, scratches and finish wear. Original sights. Original steel crescent
butt plate. Action works fine. C&R.

R.

96.

Winchester Model 70 XTR Sporter Magnum. Serial # G1846559. 7mm Rem. Magnum caliber bolt
action rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
receiver is in very good to excellent condition with only a few small patches of finish loss on the
receiver where scope mounts were located. The floor plate and trigger guard are excellent. The
checkered walnut stock features a Monte Carlo cheek piece and is in excellent condition showing
little sign of use. Original red rubber butt pad. Made without sights. Action works fine.

R.

97.

Marlin Model 37. Serial # 8703. .22 RF caliber pump action rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is
poor to fair, dirty and rough with visible rifling. Tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is a re-blue and shows light wear and scratching with underlying light pitting. The receiver
shows a patch of underlying pitting on the left side. The grooved walnut forearm is in good condition
with marks from use with finish wear. The butt stock is in very good condition. It has been cleaned.
The stock bullseye is intact. Front sight is a replacement. Original butt plate is very good. Action
does not work properly. Made from 1913 to 1916. C&R.

R.

98.

Beretta Model 951 Brigadier. Serial # 20618. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto single action pistol
with a 4-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable magazine. Made in Italy. Predecessor to the
Model 92. The blued metal finish on the slide is worn to near gray. The barrel finish is very good
showing little wear. The frame finish shows edge wear with older cleaned surface rust. Slide is mismatched to the frame. The grooved black plastic grips are in good condition with wear and
scratches. Action works fine. C&R.

R.
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Beretta Model 951 Brigadier. Serial # 20003. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto single action pistol
with a 4-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable magazine. Made in Italy. Predecessor to the
Model 92. The blued metal finish on the slide shows edge wear and scratching. The barrel finish is
very good showing little wear. The frame finish shows edge wear and scratching. Slide number is
electro-penciled and is mis-matched to the frame. The grooved black plastic grips are newer
replacements and are in excellent condition showing little wear. Action works fine. C&R.

R. 100.

Winchester Model 94 1967 Canadian Centennial Carbine. Serial # 43981. .30-30 Win. caliber
lever action saddle ring carbine with a 20” octagon barrel. The bore is excellent. The original blued
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is excellent showing on a few widely scattered tiny
speckles of light surface rust. The black metal finish on the receiver is excellent as well with some
fine scratching. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing only a few
minor marks from handling. Action works like new and the gun appears to be unfired. No Box. Total
manufacture of both rifle and carbine was 90,301. C&R.

R. 101.

Mauser Model P-08 Luger. Serial # 3651. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4” barrel.
The bore appears to be in good condition, clean with strong rifling with frosting in the grooves. S/42
code made in Germany by Mauser in 1937. WaA63 proofs. Appears to be all matching. The metal
finish is a complete re-blue with signs of buffing. Straw parts have been blued. There are some
spots of light surface rust. The original checkered walnut grips are numbered to the gun and are in
very good condition. The plastic bottom magazine is FXO marked. Action does not work, the toggle
is very stiff and will not open all the way. Includes a black leather clamshell holster. C&R.

R. 102.

Winchester Model 94. Serial # 3794520. .30-30 caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. Made in 1972. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and mag tube is very good to excellent showing little wear. The finish on the receiver and lever
appears to be a re-finish as it has some texture to it. The finish shows no wear. The plain walnut
forearm and butt stock have been re-finished and show no wear. Plastic butt plate is very good.
Action works fine.

R. 103.

Yugoslavian Model M57 Tokarev. Serial # 266826. 7.62x25mm Tokarev caliber semi-auto pistol
with a 4-½” barrel. Bore is excellent. This is a Yugoslavian copy of the Soviet TT-33 Tokarev pistol.
A safety has been added in order for these to be imported into the US. Detachable magazine. The
blue finish on the slide and frame is in excellent condition with only very slight wear and light
scratching. Yugoslavian crest on the slide. The black plastic grips are in very good condition with
minimal wear. Action works OK. Includes a leather holster, spare magazine and a cleaning tool.
C&R.

R. 104.

Winchester Model 94 Golden Spike Commemorative. Serial # GS45989. 30-30 Win. caliber lever
action repeating carbine with a 20” barrel. The bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. The
blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is excellent showing no wear with only a very few
tiny specks of light surface rust freckles. The gold colored receiver shows some dulling and light
scratching with a larger scratch on the left side. Gold barrel bands show some light scratching. The
plain walnut stock and forearm are very good to excellent with a few handling marks. Approximately
70,000 made in 1969. Gun does not come with the box or literature C&R.

R. 105.

Winchester Model 1894. Serial # 673594. .30 WCF (.30-30 Win.) caliber lever action rifle with a
20” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Full length magazine tube. Made in
1913. The blued metal finish on the barrel is a thin gray patina with thinning scratching and
scattered light surface rust. The magazine tube has been shortened. The finish on the magazine
tube is worn with scratching. The finish on the receiver and lever is worn to bare gray. The plain
walnut forearm and butt stock have had extra finish added and shows some dings but no cracks.
Crescent steel butt plate is worn to bare gray. Action works fine. C&R.

R.
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R. 106.

Winchester Model 1890. Serial # 224550. .22 Short caliber pump action rifle with a 24” octagon
barrel. The bore is poor, rough and dirty. Made in C. 1903. Tubular magazine. The metal finish on
the barrel is a brown patina with edge wear and surface rust. The magazine tube is worn to bare
gray. The receiver finish is a dark gray patina. The take-down screw is missing with a bolt in its
place. The plain walnut forearm is in good condition with finish wear. The plain walnut butt stock
is in good condition with marks from use and finish wear. Original sights. plastic butt plate. Action
works OK. C&R.

R. 107.

H. Pieper Model Single Shot. Serial # H2070. .22 RF caliber single shot rolling block boy’s rifle
with a 20” octagon barrel. The bore is good, dirty with good rifling, it should clean better. Made in
Belgium. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition with edge wear,
scratching and scattered spots of rust scattered over the surface. The crudely checkered walnut
stock with brass patch box is in fair condition with small dings, scratches, and a crinkled finish.
Action works fine. Made from 1893 to 1905. C&R.

R. 108.

Kayhan Art – Mossberg Model Silver Reserve. Serial # TR20011257. 20 Ga. over and under
shotgun with 26” barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels accept screw in chokes and comes
with Cylinder choke tubes installed. Made in Turkey. Single selective trigger and extractor only.
The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good to excellent condition with very little wear and a
few light scuffs. The satin nickel, silver colored receiver has 2 scenes of ducks inlayed in gold. It is
also in excellent condition showing little if any wear. The checkered walnut stock and forearm sets
are in very good condition with some light marks from use. Action is tight and works fine. Includes
a second complete upper half chambered in 28 Ga., extra choke tubes for both, the instructions and
an old luggage case.

R. 109.

Ithaca SKB Century Trap. Serial # S8800701. 12 Ga. single shot trap shotgun with a 34”
ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. Automatic ejector. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The breech area is
engraved. The coin finished engraved receiver is excellent as well showing little wear. The satin
finished finely checkered walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in very good to excellent
condition with some minor marks and scratches. Brown rubber recoil pad. LOP is 13-1/2”. The
action works fine.

R. 110.

Parker Ballard Combination Gun. Serial # 223449. 12 Ga over .222 Rem. combination gun with
24” barrels. The bores are excellent. The shotgun barrel is choked Full. The shotgun chamber is
3”. A high quality combination gun made in Austria by Voere. The original blued metal finish on the
barrels is very good to excellent showing little wear with a few small spots of cleaned surface rust.
The finish on the receiver is very good to excellent as well with some light scratching. The skip-line
checkered walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in very good to excellent condition showing a
few minor marks and scratches. Detachable sling swivels. Brown rubber recoil pad. Flip up rear
sight. Action works fine. Includes a leather sling and a Simmons Deerfield 2.5x20 scope in Weaver
rings mounted on the receiver rail.

R. 111.

Savage Model 99R. Serial #645777. .300 Savage lever action rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is
excellent. Internal rotary magazine with cartridge counter. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
good to very good condition with some light scratches and scuffs. The finish on the receiver shows
light carry wear and light edge wear. The lever shows faded case color. The checkered walnut
forearm and the matching checkered walnut pistol grip stock are in very good condition showing
only minor marks from use. Flip up rear sight. Original steel butt plate. Sling swivel studs. Action
works fine. Includes a Lyman All American 4x scope. C&R.

R. 112.

Winchester Model 88. Serial # 270967. .243 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1969. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
good to very good condition showing some light muzzle wear, some light scratching and some spots
of older cleaned rust near the muzzle. The finish on the receiver is excellent showing little sign of
wear. The lever shows little sign of wear. The checkered walnut stock is in very good condition
showing some light scratches and some light finish wear. Original sling swivels. Original sights
including the front sight hood. Original plastic butt plate. Action works fine. C&R.
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R. 113.

Winchester Model 24. Serial # 85326. 20 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 26” barrels. The bores
are excellent. The chambers are 2-3/4”. The barrels are choked Modified and Imp. Cyl. Made c.
1951. Double triggers and extractors only. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good
condition showing light edge wear and light scratching with just a hint of some fine freckling. The
receiver finish is good with carry wear to the underside, some light edge wear and some light
scratching. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition with some minor dings
from use. Original butt plate with an LOP of 14”. Action works fine. C&R.

R. 114.

J.P. Sauer Model Royal. Serial # 399344. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 28” barrels. The
bores are excellent. The barrels are both choked Full. The chambers are 2-3/4”. Made in Germany.
Double triggers and extractors. The blued metal finish on the barrels is very good showing light edge
wear on the rib and light scratching. The receiver shows nice case color with some carry wear. The
checkered walnut forearm and matching stock with cheek rest are in excellent condition with some
very minor marks from use. Original butt plate with a LOP of 14”. European style sling swivels.
Action works fine and it nice and tight. Includes a leather sling.

115.

Unknown Maker Percussion Shotgun. Serial # NSN. Approx. 12 Ga (0.790” bore) caliber black
powder percussion shotgun with a 40” barrel. The bore is dirty and rusty. Appears to be a flintlock
conversion. The blued finish on the barrel is rusty and turning brown. The barrel is marked US
over JM with a P in a circle. The plain walnut half stock is in poor condition with splits on the front
end. Ramrod is missing. Action works and holds on both half and full cock. The nipple is battered
and rusted with no hole.

R. 116.

Meriden Firearms Model The A.J. Aubrey. Serial # 7372. 12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 32”
Damascus barrels. The bores are fair with light to moderate pitting. The barrels are both choked
Full. Double triggers and extractor only. The finish on the barrels is a brown patina showing good
twist pattern with scattered spots of cleaned surface rust. The left barrel has a few small dents. The
finish on the receiver is a mix of gray with traces of case color to a brown rusty patina on the
underside. The checkered walnut forearm is heavily worn. The matching butt stock is in fair
condition with dings, scratches, heavy finish wear and a large chip missing from the toe. The butt
plate is correspondingly broken. Action works although the lockup is loose. C&R.

R. 117.

Ranger Model 101.12. Serial #NSN. .410 Ga bolt action single shot shotgun with a 24” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 2-1/2”. Tubular magazine. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and receiver is fair, thinning with carry wear to the breech area, scratches,
scattered freckling and larger patches of surface rust near the muzzle. The black painted trigger
guard is worn. The plain walnut stock is in fair condition with numerous dings and scratches with
finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 118.

Stevens Model Visible Loader. Serial #D49. .22RF pump action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is
poor, dirty and corroded. The blued metal finish on the barrel is fair with a light to moderate
covering of surface rust with scratching. The magazine tube is rusty. The finish on the receiver is a
brown patina with spots of older cleaned surface rust. The grooved walnut forearm is in fair to good
condition with finish wear. The butt stock is fair to good with scuffs, scratches and finish wear. The
butt plate is broken and cracked at the top, but is all there. Action works but is a little stiff. C&R.

R. 119.

Remington Model 760. Serial # 9176 .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore
is excellent. The barrel code is XXX, indicating 1951, although the first year of production is
generally considered 1952. 4 digit serial number. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on
the barrel and receiver is a re-blue with evidence of buffing. The barrel again shows some spots of
cleaned surface rust. The receiver shows underlying pitting. The trigger guard shows edge wear.
The grooved walnut forearm has been refinish and is in excellent condition showing little wear. The
matching butt stock has also been refinished. Non-factory recoil pad. Flip up rear sight, original
front sight. Action works fine. Includes a Redfield 3-9x scope in see-through rings and a nylon sling
in swivels. C&R.
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120.

Unknown Maker Percussion Rifle. Serial # NSN. .50 caliber black powder percussion rifle with a
32-1/2” octagon barrel. the bore is rusty. The barrel measures approx. 0.800” across the flats.
Overall length is 48”. Barrel is unmarked. Lock plate is marked “London Warranted”. Single
trigger. The metal finish on the barrel is a grayish brown patina with edge wear and areas of fine
rust. The engraved lock plate is worn with older cleaned surface rust. The full length striped stock
is in fair condition with dings, scratches, and finish wear. There is a brass patch on the left side of
the forearm. Brass butt plate, patch box, trigger guard, side plate, nose cap, and ferrules. A silver
star is inlaid on the left side of the butt. Action seems to work. Includes a ramrod.

R. 121.

Walther – Interarms Model TPH. Serial # T002499. .22 RF caliber semi auto double action pistol
with a 2-3/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in the USA. 6 shot detachable magazine. This
pistol features all stainless steel construction with a brushed finish. The finish is in fair to good
condition with scuffs and scratches from use. The black plastic grips are in good condition showing
some light scratching. Hammer drop slide mounted safety. Action works fine. Includes 2 extra
magazines.

R. 122.

Manurhin – Interarms Model PPK/S. Serial # 136575S. .22 RF caliber semi auto double action
pistol with a 3-1/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. This is the classic Walther PPK/S that was made
under license in France. 10 shot detachable magazine. The brushed chrome “Durgarde” finish on
the slide and frame is in good condition with some fine scratches and light wear. The black plastic
grips are in very good condition with slight wear. Action works fine. Includes the original box,
factory certificate, a spare magazine and a cleaning rod.

R. 123.

Kimber Model K6S. Serial # RV011417. .357 Magnum caliber 6 shot hammerless double action
revolver with a 2” barrel. The bore is excellent. This is a high quality all stainless steel constructed
revolver with a rounded butt and fixed sights. The finish on the stainless steel is in excellent
condition showing little sign of use. The black rubber grips are in excellent condition showing little
wear. Action works fine. Includes a soft case.

R. 124.

Savage Arms Springfield Model 944. Serial # P930016. .410 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 26”
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Modified. The chamber is 3”. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing light muzzle wear with scratching and
scattered light surface rust freckling. The black finish on the alloy receiver shows numerous scuffs
and scratches with edge wear. The hardwood forearm is in good condition with some marks and
scuffs from use. The hardwood butt stock I sin fair condition with much finish wear. Action works
fine.

R. 125.

Ithaca Model 37. Serial # 218692. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 30” plain barrel. The bore
will clean to excellent. The barrel is choked Full. Made in 1949. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is in fair to good condition showing light to moderate older cleaned surface rust with some
light scratching. The finish on the receiver shows carry wear, edge wear scratching and light surface
rust. The grooved walnut forearm is in very good condition with finish wear some minor marks from
use. The matching checkered walnut butt stock is in fair condition with finish wear, dried tape
adhesive and a sling swivel hole. Poorly fitted rubber recoil pad. The action works fine, but is a little
stiff and could use a good cleaning. C&R.

R. 126.

Interarms - Rossi Model 92SRS. Serial # K066486. .38 Spl/.357 Magnum caliber lever action
saddle ring carbine with a 16” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Brazil. Full length magazine
tube. Patterned after the Winchester Model 1892. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
magazine tube is excellent showing little actual wear. The receiver finish has a plum hue and shows
little wear as well. There is a panther medallion on the left side of the receiver. The plain walnut
forearm is in good condition with 1 large ding. The matching plain butt stock is in fair to good
condition with numerous marks from use. Action works fine.
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R. 127.

Glock Model 43. Serial # ZNN636. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto sub-compact pistol with a 3-1/4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Austria. 6 round detachable magazine. The matte black
finish on the slide is in excellent condition with little if any wear. The polymer frame is in excellent
condition as well showing no wear. Fixed sights. Action works fine. Includes the original black
plastic case, the instructions, and an extra 6 round magazine with loader.

R. 128.

J. Stevens Arms Model 22-410. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber/.410 Ga. over/under combination
rifle/shotgun with 24” barrels. The bores are excellent. The shotgun chamber is 3” and the barrel is
choked Full. The blued metal finish on the barrels is fair showing numerous scratches with wear
and a light to moderate covering of surface rust. It is taking on a brownish tint. The receiver shows
remnant case color but is mostly turning brown with surface rust. The checkered plastic “Tenite”
stock and forearm are in good condition with scuffs and scratches. There is a square patch on the
left side of the butt that looks like a repair. Original sights, rear sight is missing the elevator. Barrel
selector on the right side of frame. Action works OK. C&R.

R. 129.

Smith & Wesson Model 19-3. Serial # 1K22713. .357 Magnum caliber double action revolver
made in 1970. 2½” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun was made on the K target frame and
features a round butt, a pinned barrel, and a recessed cylinder. The metal finish is in fair condition,
it is almost like a parkerized finish with a haze of light to moderate surface rust. The hammer and
trigger show good case colorThe black rubber Pachmayr grips are in good condition showing some
use. Adjustable sights. Action works OK, the cylinder latch is a bit sticky. Includes a worn leather
holster. C&R.

R. 130.

Intratec Model TEC-22 “Scorpion”. Serial # 010713. .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. This gun features a threaded barrel, synthetic frame, an ambidextrous
safety, and a detachable magazine. The matte black finish on the metal is in very good condition
with a few fine scratches. The black synthetic frame is in very good condition with little wear.
Action works fine. Includes a black plastic case but no papers. This model was made from 1991 to
1994.

131.

Iver Johnson Model American Eagle. Serial # 221. .32 RF caliber double action revolver with a 21/2” round barrel. The bore is fair with moderate pitting and visible rifling. 5 shot cylinder. The
original nickel finish on the metal is in very good condition showing some light scratching with no
rust or flaking. The original embossed eagle hard rubber grips are in excellent condition showing
very little wear. Action works in both double and single action. Made from 1878-1881.

R. 132.

Smith & Wesson Model 645. Serial #TAT8468. .45acp double action semi auto pistol with a 5”
barrel. The bore is excellent. The pistol features all stainless steel construction, a slide mounted decocker and adjustable sights. The stainless steel finish on slide is very good with some minor
scratches. Th stainless steel frame shows light soiling with some light scratches. The black plastic
checkered grips are very good. The action works fine. Includes a leather holster and a magazine
pouch with 2 extra magazines.

R. 133.

Mossberg Model 500A. Serial # K195840. 12 Ga. pump action “Cruiser” type shotgun with an
18½” barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. The shotgun features “Marinecote” corrosion resistant
finish and a heat shield on the barrel. The finish on the barrel and heat shield is very good to
excellent showing only minor marks. The finish on the alloy receiver is in good to very good
condition with some dulling and light scratching. The grooved black synthetic forearm is in good to
very good condition with some minor scuffs and scratches. The black synthetic pistol grip is in
excellent condition showing little wear. The action functions fine. Includes a nylon sling and a full
length black synthetic butt stock.

R. 134.

Marlin Model 25. Serial # 17666183. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is
excellent. 7 shot detachable magazine. The original blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is
very good showing little wear with only a few scattered dots of light surface rust. Original front and
rear sights. The plain hardwood stock is in good to very good condition showing some minor marks
and paint streaks. Action works fine. Includes a Tasco 4x15 scope mounted correctly to the
grooved receiver.
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R. 135.

Winchester Model 24. Serial # 59881. 20 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 28” barrels. The bores
are excellent. The chambers are 2-3/4”. The barrels are choked Full and Imp. Mod. Made in 1947.
Double triggers and extractors only. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear. The receiver finish is very good with light carry wear, some
light edge wear and some light scratching. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in very good
condition with some minor dings from use. Original butt plate with an LOP of 14”. Action works
fine. Sling swivels added, front swivel required drilling of the lower barrel rib. Includes a leather
sling. C&R.

R. 136.

Iver Johnson Model Champion. Serial # IBHC. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 32” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The barrel finish looks like an older re-blue and is in
good to very good condition with light scratches and scattered light rust freckling. The receiver is a
dark gray with traces of remnant case color. The plain walnut stock and forearm have been refinished. There is a crack in the forearm. The butt stock shows some remnant dings. The butt
plate is missing and a slip on recoil pad added. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 137.

Herters Inc. Model J9. Serial # NSN. .270 Win caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Made on a Mauser action by Zastava in Yugoslavia for Herter’s. The blued metal finish
on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition with just a little wear near where the rear sight
was. The finish on the on the floor plate and trigger guard shows some slight edge wear. The
checkered walnut stock features a contrasting nose piece, a grip cap and a roll over cheek piece.
The stock is in very good condition with a small dings and scratches. The front and rear sights have
been removed. Action works fine. C&R.

R. 138.

Winchester Model 69 Target. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel. The
bore is excellent. 5 shot detachable magazine. Original cock on close action made only from 1935
until 1937 with the introduction of the Model 69A with cock on open action in 1937. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some widely scattered
dots of light surface rust. The receiver finish shows edge wear and scratching, it has a side scope
mount attached which required drilling. The rear target sight has been removed. The plain walnut
stock has been refinished and is in very good condition with just a few minor marks. Action works
fine. Includes a Weaver C4 scope in the side mount. Made from 1935 to 1963. C&R.

R. 139.

J.C. Higgins Model 583.20. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 28” barrel. The bore
is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. Made for Sears, Roebuck, & Co. by High Standard. 5 shot
tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good condition with
some light muzzle wear and light scratching. The plain walnut stock is in very good to excellent
condition showing. Original recoil pad. Action works fine. C&R.

R. 140.

Savage Arms Model Axis Left Hand. Serial # H945367. .308 Win. caliber bolt action LEFT HAND
rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable magazine. The matte black finish on the
metal is in excellent condition showing little wear. The black synthetic stock is in excellent condition
as well showing no wear. Factory recoil pad and sling swivel studs. Action works fine. Includes a
Hawke 3-9x40 scope.

R. 141.

Winchester Model 69A. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel. The bore is
excellent. Detachable magazine. The rifle features the desirable chrome bolt, chrome trigger guard
and grooved receiver. The blued metal finish on the barrel and grooved receiver is in excellent
condition showing little wear with just a hint of some widely scattered light surface rust freckling.
The plain walnut stock is in very good condition with some small marks and scratches from use.
Original sights. Action works fine. Made from 1935 to 1963. C&R.

R. 142.

Colt Model Officers Model, Second Issue. Serial # 533493. .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver
with a 7-1/2”” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1926. The blued metal finish on the barrel is
in fair to good condition showing muzzle wear, and cleaned light surface rust freckling. The finish on
the cylinder shows older cleaned surface rust around the edges. The frame finish is very good
showing little wear. The checkered walnut grips are in good condition, there is a small chip out of
the left panel. The action works fine. The Second Issue was made from 1908 to 1926. C&R.
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R. 143.

Kel-Tec Model PF-9. Serial # SHH99. 9MM Luger caliber semi auto sub compact single action
pistol with a 3” barrel. The bore is excellent. 7 shot detachable magazine. Black polymer frame
with a black finished steel slide. The black finish on the slide is excellent showing little wear. The
textured black polymer frame is in excellent condition as well showing little if any wear. The action
works fine. Includes the original black plastic case with the instructions and a gun lock.

R. 144.

Browning Model BT-99. Serial # 71D08152. 12 Ga. single shot trap shotgun with a 32” ventilated
rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. Made in Japan in 1971. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition with some light muzzle wear and light scratching.
The finish on the engraved receiver shows moderate to heavy carry wear the bottom of the receiver
with edge wear and light scratching. The checkered walnut forearm is in very good condition with
some small dings and scratches. The matching butt stock has an adjustable comb and shows
numerous scratches with some patches of scuffed wood. The butt is fitted with a KICK-EEZ
adjustable recoil pad. The LoP is 13”. The action works fine.

R. 145.

Browning Model BT-99 Plus. Serial # 55187NZ669. 12 Ga. single shot trap shotgun with a 34”
ventilated high rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts Invector Plus choke tubes, a
Modified choke is installed. Made in Japan in 1991. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very
good to excellent condition with showing little wear. The finish on the engraved receiver shows
moderate carry wear the bottom of the receiver with edge wear and light scratching. The checkered
walnut forearm is in very good condition with some small dings and scratches. The matching butt
stock has an adjustable comb and shows numerous dings and scratches. The butt is fitted with an
adjustable recoil pad. The LoP is 14-1/4”. The action works fine.

R. 146.

Winchester Model 94. Serial # 2293507. .30-30 caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. Made in 1958. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and mag tube is very good to excellent showing little wear. The finish on the receiver and lever is
very good showing edge wear and light scratching. The plain walnut forearm and butt stock are very
good to excellent showing some minor marks from use. The checkered steel butt plate is very good.
Action works fine. C&R.

R. 147.

Charles Daly – F.lli Pietta Model 1873 SAA NRA. Serial #NRA00826 .45 Long Colt caliber single
action revolver with a 4-3/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. NRA edition revolver. Made in Italy. The
blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is excellent showing no wear. The case colored frame is
excellent as well. The brass trigger guard and grip frame shows no wear as well. The faux ivory NRA
logo grips are excellent showing no wear. Action works fine. Gun appears to be unfired.

R. 148.

Ruger Old Model Single Six Flat Gate. Serial # 20477. .22 RF caliber single action revolver with a
5-½” barrel. The bore is excellent. Old Model 3 Screw made in 1955. Early “Flat Gate” loading gate.
The action has not been converted to the new transfer bar ignition system. Fixed sights. The
original blued metal finish is in good condition showing holster wear on the barrel and the ejector
rod housing. There is some older cleaned light rust on the muzzle as well. The original black plastic
grips are in very good condition with only a few minor marks. Action works fine. C&R.

R. 149.

Harrington & Richardson Model 622. Serial # AE61923. .22 RF caliber 6 shot double action
revolver with a 2-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1981. The blued metal finish on the
barrel and cylinder is in excellent condition showing little wear. The matte metal finish on the frame
is in very good to excellent condition showing some minor scuffs. The original black plastic grips are
in excellent condition showing no wear. Fixed sights. Action works fine. 2nd Model made from
1974 to 1986.

R. 150.

Mossberg Model 342KA. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with an 18” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Detachable magazine. Hinged black plastic fold down forend. The blued metal finish
on the barrel and receiver is in very good condition showing little wear. The plain walnut stock is in
very good condition with a few small scuffs and dings. Side mounted sling swivels. The plastic
folding nose portion of the stock has been refinished and has a matte finish. Original front and rear
sights. Action works fine. Made from 1958 to 1971. C&R
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R. 151.

Browning Model 92. Serial # 05845PM167 .44 Magnum caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. High quality modern reproduction of the original
Winchester Model 1892. Made in Japan. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is
in excellent condition showing little wear. The finish on the receiver is excellent as well with only
some scattered light scratches. The gloss finished walnut stock and forearm are good condition with
numerous dings and scratches. The action works fine.

R. 152.

Savage Model 24E-DL. Serial # NSN. .22 RF Mag caliber/20 Ga. over/under rifle/shotgun
combination gun with 24” barrels. The bores are excellent. 20 shotgun barrel is choked Full with a
3” chamber. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in good to very good condition showing light
muzzle wear and scratching around the scope rail. The silver toned finish on the receiver shows
little wear with some light scuffs and some edge wear on the trigger guard. The checkered walnut
stock and forearm are in good condition with some scratching and scuffs from use. Rear sight has
been removed. Sling swivel studs and quick detach mounts added. Non-factory recoil pad added.
Action works fine and is tight. Includes a Leupold M8 4x scope in Weaver mounts and a leather
sling. C&R.

R. 153.

Colt Model Anaconda. Serial # MM195777. .44 Magnum caliber double action 6 shot revolver with
an 8” ventilated rib barrel. The barrel is ported. The bore is excellent. Made in 1997. The stainless
steel finish on the barrel and frame is very good with some fine scratches. The cylinder shows a
cylinder line. The black rubber Pachmayr grips are in excellent condition. Red ramp front sight, the
rear sight has been removed but is included. A scope rail has been attached to the top strap. Action
is tight and works fine. Includes the original blue case with the instructions and the original rear
sight, and a black case with a Leupold silver toned M8 2x pistol scope and the original grips.

R. 154.

Harrington & Richardson Model Premier Second Model. Serial # 498304. .32 S&W caliber
double action revolver with a 3” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. 5 shot
cylinder. Auto ejecting. This is a Third Variation made 1909 until 1913. The original nickel finish
is in excellent condition showing some light scratches. The original checkered black plastic grips are
excellent, no cracks or chips. Action works properly. C&R.

R. 155.

Rossi Model M88 Lady Rossi. Serial # W463767. .38 Special double action revolver with a 2”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Brazil. Swing-out 5 shot cylinder. The polished stainless steel
finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in very good to excellent condition with some fine
scratching. The hardwood grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of use.
The gun shows little use. The action works fine. Made from 1995 to 1998.

R. 156.

Remington Model 597 Dale Earnhardt Jr. Serial # 2799256. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a
20” barrel. The bore is excellent. 10 shot detachable magazine. Dale Earnhardt Jr. #8 Limited
Edition. Matte black finished metal with a red stock. The matte black finish on the barrel and
receiver is in excellent condition showing no wear. The red stock is in excellent condition as well.
The action is excellent. The rifle is new and unfired. Includes the original box with instructions.

R. 157.

Colt Model Trooper MK III. Serial # J33976. .357 Magnum caliber double action revolver with a 6”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1970. Adjustable sights. The original blued metal finish on
the barrel shows some light muzzle wear, thinning and light scratching. The finish on the frame
shows little wear. The cylinder shows a heavy cylinder line. The checkered walnut target grips are
in very good condition with a little wear. Action works fine. Made from 1969 until 1983. Includes a
nylon soft holster and a leather holster. C&R.

R. 158.

Smith & Wesson Model 642-2 Laser Grip. Serial # CLZ3497. .38 Special caliber double action
revolver with a 1 7/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. This is a compact 5 shot alloy/stainless steel
revolver equipped with S&W marked Crimson Trace Laser Grips. The alloy frame is in excellent
condition with little if any wear. The stainless steel barrel and cylinder are in excellent condition
showing no wear other than a cylinder ring. The black Crimson Trace laser grips are in excellent
condition and work fine. Action works fine. Includes the original box, the instructions, and a
leather holster.
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159a. First of a lot of 2: Ethan Allen Model Center Hammer Single Shot. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber
single shot spur trigger pistol with a 4” swing out barrel. The bore is poor, rough with little to no
rifling. The metal finish on the barrel and frame is a cleaned gray patina. The wooden grips are in
fair to good condition with wear, no cracks. Action does not work, the hammer will not lock back.
159b. Second of a lot of 2: Unknown Maker Model Screw Barrel Pistol. Serial # 90. Approx. .30 caliber
black powder percussion single shot spur trigger pistol with a 3” barrel. The bore is rusty. The
metal is in fair condition with the barrel and grip frame being a rusted and pitted brown patina. The
wood grips are in good condition. Action does not work properly, it will hold and release on half
cock, it will not hold back on full cock.
160.

Unknown Maker Flintlock Pistol. Serial # NSN. Approx. .64 caliber black powder percussion
pistol with a 9” round/octagon barrel. The bore is rusty. The barrel is very rusty. Brass pommel
cap, ornate trigger guard and barrel ferrules. The lock work is rusty with a bent hammer that does
not work. Wooden stock is in fair condition with wear and a hole through the forearm.

161.

Unknown Maker Model Percussion Rifle. Serial # NSN. .36 caliber (approximately) black powder
percussion rifle with a 25” octagon barrel. The bore is fair with light rust and visible rifling. The
barrel measures 0.975” across the flats. Double set triggers. G. Goulcher marked lock plate. The
barrel is marked as what looks like “C. Fellow”. The finish on the barrel is a brown patina with edge
wear scratching and thinning. The engraved lock plate and hammer is worn to a bare gray. The
nipple is a new replacement. The half-length walnut stock is in good condition with some dings and
scratches. Brass butt plate, trigger guard, nose cap, and patch box. Brass trigger guard has been
repaired. Action does not work. Includes the ramrod.

R. 162.

Ruger Model Redhawk. Serial # 502-11240. .44 Rem. Magnum caliber double action revolver with
a 7-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1987. The Redhawk is an all stainless steel
constructed revolver with adjustable sights. The brushed finish on the stainless steel is in very good
to excellent condition with just a few small scratches. The black rubber Hogue grips are in excellent
condition with little wear. Action works fine. Includes a Burris Fastfire red dot sight mounted to a
silver toned Weig-A-Tinny scope rail, a leather holster and 2 speed loaders.

R. 163.

Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 “’Highway Patrolman”. Serial # N198648. .357 Magnum caliber
double action revolver with a 6” barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. Made circa 1975.
Adjustable sights. The original blued metal finish is very good to excellent showing only a hint of
muzzle wear and edge wear. The hammer and trigger show good case color. The checkered walnut
grips are very good condition showing some minor marks. Action works fine. Includes the original
box, a set of walnut target grips and a leather holster.

R. 164.

Ruger Model American. Serial # 695-14348. .223 Rem/5.56 NATO caliber bolt action rifle with a
16-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable rotary magazine. This rifle features a synthetic
stock and a flash hider. The matte black finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition
showing little wear. The flat dark earth (FDE) synthetic stock is in excellent condition as well
showing little wear. Black rubber recoil pad. Action works fine. Includes a Bushnell AR Optics
AR/223 3-9x40 scope mounted to the scope rail, a rubber sling, an extra black synthetic stock and
3 extra magazines (4 total).

R. 165.

Smith & Wesson Model M&P 40 Shield. Serial # HAP3529. .40 S&W caliber semi auto compact
pistol with a 3-1/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. 7 round extended detachable magazine. Manual
safety on the left side of frame. The matte black finish on the steel slide is in excellent condition
showing little wear. The black polymer frame is in excellent condition as well showing no wear.
Action works fine. Includes a soft case and a spare 6 round magazine.
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R. 166.

Smith & Wesson Model M&P 45. Serial # HAP1291. .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2”
barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. 10 round detachable magazine. The matte black finish on
the steel slide is in excellent condition showing little wear. The black polymer frame is in excellent
condition as well showing little wear. 3 dot sights. Action works fine. Includes the original blue
case, the instructions and an extra 10 round magazine.

R. 167.

Magnum Research Model BFR. Serial # BR06898. .500 S&W caliber single action revolver with an
8” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun features stainless steel construction, a 5 shot cylinder,
and an adjustable rear sight. The brushed stainless steel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is
in excellent condition showing little wear. The rubber grips are in excellent condition with little
wear. The rear sight has been removed and a scope rail installed. The rear sight is not included.
The action works like new and the gun appears to have been fired very little. Includes a Vortex
Sparc red dot sight, the original box, and a leather holster.

R. 168.

Henry Repeating Arms Model H009 Lever Action. Serial # WTT012703. .30-30 Win. caliber lever
action rifle with a 20” round barrel. The bore is excellent. Full length tubular magazine. The blued
metal finish on the barrel, magazine tube, and lever is in excellent condition showing little wear. The
matte black finish on the receiver is excellent as well. The checkered hardwood stock and forearm
are in excellent condition showing only a few minor marks. Black rubber recoil pad. Rear sight has
been removed. Gold bead front sight. Action works fine. Includes a Redfield Battlezone 3-9x40
scope and the original box (no instructions).

169.

Spandau Model Gew 88/05 Commission Rifle. Serial # 5832M. 8mm Mauser caliber bolt action
rifle with a 29-1/2” barrel. The bore is very good to excellent. Made in 1890 with 1905 upgrades.
The rifle is mis-matched. The bolt parts are marked with a crescent “C” indicating use by Turkey.
The arsenal type finish on the metal is in fair to good condition, worn to near gray with some small
dings, scratches, and fine rust. The barrel jacket has some light pitting along the wood line, but no
major dents. The trigger guard has a plum hue. The walnut stock has been re-finished and is in
very good condition with some minor dings and scratches. Action works fine. The gun appears to be
complete including the cleaning rod.

170.

Netherlands Beaumont-Vitali Model 1871/88. Serial # 861H. 11.3x51MMR caliber bolt action
rifle with a 28-1/2” barrel. The bore is fair, clean with some corrosion in the grooves. Barrel dated
1873. These rifles were issued in the white and the metal is now a worn brown/black patina. The
stock has been cut down and is in fair condition with wear and marks from use. The action works
OK, but the bolt stop does not work and the bolt comes out of the action.

R. 171.

Deutsche Werke Model Ortgies Pocket Auto. Serial # 211357. .32 ACP caliber semi auto pistol
with a 3-1/4” barrel. The bore is very good. Made in Germany. 7 shot detachable magazine. Grip
safety. The metal finish on the slide and frame is in fair condition, heavily worn with scratches, edge
wear, and older cleaned surface rust. There is also some very fine rust on the front and rear grip
frame. The plain walnt grips are in good condition with finish wear and marks from use. Action
works fine. Made from 1922 to 1926. C&R.

R. 172.

Ruger Model Super Blackhawk. Serial # 83-47243. .44 Magnum caliber single action 6 shot
revolver with a 7-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. New Model made in 1980. The blued metal
finish on the barrel and frame is in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of wear. The
cylinder shows only a slight cylinder line. The walnut grips are in very good condition showing slight
wear. The action functions fine.
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173.

Winchester Model 1892. Serial # 132478. .32 WCF (.32-20) caliber lever action rifle with a 24”
octagon barrel. The bore is poor, dark with pitting and intermittent rifling. Made in 1896. Full
length magazine tube. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is a gray patina with
edge wear, some pitting along the wood line and some scratching. The magazine tube shows some
dents and dings. The finish on the receiver is a darker blue/gray and shows carry wear and edge
wear with scratching. A saddle ring is present and was most likely added later, the finish on the
stud and ring is black. The plain walnut forearm is in good condition with finish wear and some
minor dings. The walnut butt stock is in fair to good condition, it has a repair at the upper tang and
does not fit well. It shows some small dings and scratches with some notches along the bottom
edge. Steel crescent butt plate. Original front and rear sights. Action works OK. Please see the
pictures to get a better idea of the overall condition. C&R.

R. 174.

Uberti-Navy Arms Model 66 SRC. Serial # 1482. .38 Spl. lever action saddle ring carbine with a
19” barrel. The bore is excellent. This is an Italian made copy of a Winchester 1866. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in good to very good condition with just a few dings
and scratches. The brass receiver shows some light scratching and will polish out nicely, it has the
initials “BHC” engraved in the left side. The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock is in very
good condition with a couple of dings with light scratches. Action works OK.

R. 175.

J.C. Higgins Model 41-DLA. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action single shot rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made by Marlin for Sears, Roebuck, & Company. This gun features
the Auto-Safe action that automatically goes on safety when the gun is cocked. The blued metal
finish on the barrel and receiver is in good to very good condition showing little wear with a patch
scratches near the front sight. The hardwood stock is in good to very good condition with some
minor dings and scratches in the finish. The white line spacer under the butt plate is broken. The
chrome plated trigger guard is very good. The action works fine. Includes a black nylon sling. C&R.

R. 176.

Mossberg Model 351CA. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with an 18” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Tubular magazine in the butt. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in
very good condition showing little wear with some small scuffs and scratches with a patch of light
surface rust on the receiver. The plain stock is in very good condition with a few small scuffs and
scratches. Action works OK. Includes a leather sling. C&R.

R. 177.

Mossberg Model 500A. Serial # K145131. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with an 28” ventilated rib
barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. The barrel accepts screw in “Accu-Chokes” a Full choke
tube is installed. 3” chamber. The blued metal finish on the barrel is very good to excellent showing
only some minor scuffs and marks. The black finish on the alloy receiver is in very good condition
with light scratching. The non-factory camo painted forearm and butt stock are in good condition
with some underlying dings. Brown rubber recoil pad.

R. 178.

J.C. Higgins Model 20. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 27” ventilated rib
barrel. The bore is very dirty and possibly corroded. The barrel is fitted with an adjustable choke.
The metal finish on the barrel and receiver is a matte parkerized type re-finish showing little wear
with some light scuffing. The checkered walnut forearm and matching walnut butt stock are in good
to very good condition with some minor marks and light finish wear from use. Original factory red
rubber recoil pad. Action works fine. C&R.

R.179.

Sears, Roebuck & Co. Model 200. Serial # P240753. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain
barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The barrel is choked Modified. The
blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some light
scratching and scattered dots of light surface rust. The black finish on the alloy receiver is very good
showing some minor dings. The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in very good condition
showing only a few marks from use. Original red rubber recoil pad. Action works fine.
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R. 180.

181.

Schmidt Rubin Model 1911 Rifle. Serial # 481589. 7.5x55mm Swiss caliber bolt action rifle with
a 30-1/2” barrel. The bore is very clean, but there is some slight roughness at mid-bore. Made in
Switzerland. Unique straight pull action. 6 shot detachable magazine. The original military finish
shows some muzzle wear, thinning and edge wear. The bottom of the magazine is worn with cleaned
surface rust. The full length walnut stock and forearm are in good to very good condition with the
usual dings that come from military use. Proof marks visible. The bakelite bolt knobs are in
excellent condition, no chips. All matching numbers. Does not appear to be import marked. Action
works fine. Made from 1913 to 1919. C&R.
Italian Vetterli-Vitali Model 1870/87/15. Serial # LQ3038. 6.5x52MM Italian caliber bolt action
rifle with a 34” barrel. The bore is fair, dark and dirty with visible rifling that might clean up
somewhat. This is an 1870/87 rifle that was converted during WWI to use the 6.5x52MM service
ammunition by soldering a liner in the original barrel. Made at the Brescia Arsenal in 1878. The
blued arsenal finish shows thinning with scratches. The stock is in good condition showing dings
and impressions from many years of use. The stock matches, but has been re-stamped. It also has
a faint 1910 cartouche. The action works fine. The cleaning rod is missing.

R. 182.

Forehand Arms Model Safety Hammer. Serial # 257533. .38 S&W caliber 5 shot revolver with a
3-1/4” barrel. The bore is fair, light pitting with visible rifling. The nickel finish shows areas of
cleaned surface rust and scratching from aggressive cleaning. The original grips are very good, no
cracks or chips. The action works OK but the extractor hangs up. C&R.

R. 183.

Japanese Arisaka Type 99 Short Rifle. Serial # 7152. 7.7mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle
with a 26” barrel. The bore is good, slightly dark with strong rifling. Made at the Nagoya Arsenal.
Anti-aircraft rear sight, the wings are missing. Monopod mid-band. The front band, bolt and
extractor are matching to the receiver. The mum has been ground. The metal finish shows edge
wear and thinning with a light haze of surface rust. The stock is in very good condition with a few
dings. The action works fine. C&R.

184.

Swiss Vetterli Model M81. Serial # 204615. .41 Swiss RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 33” barrel.
The bore is poor, rusted and pitted. Made at the Bern Arsenal. The blue metal finish on the barrel
is in good condition with light wear and a haze of light surface rust freckling. The receiver shows
some small patches of older cleaned surface rust. The plain walnut stock and full length forearm
are very in good condition showing some dings and scratches. Numbers match. The action works
fine. The cleaning rod is missing.

185a. First of a Lot of 2: Palmetto State Model 1842 Percussion Musket. Serial # NSN. Black powder
percussion rifle converted to a shotgun. 28” barrel with a rusty bore. Lock is marked Columbia SC
1852. The metal has been painted black over rust, dings and heavy pitting. The front bead is
missing. The walnut stock has been cut down and is in fair condition with dings, scratches, wear
and cracks with slivers of wood missing. Inspector’s cartouche not visible. Action works, but the
nipple is missing. The ramrod is missing and the barrel is held in the stock with a zip tie.
185b. Second of a Lot of 2: U.S. Bridesburg Model 1861. Serial # NSN. .58 caliber black powder
percussion rifle with a 40” barrel. The bore is rusted. Lock plate is marked US Springfield
Bridesburg hammer is dated 1862. The rifle is in relic condition. The finish on the barrel is a rusted
brown patina. The lock plate has been cleaned and shows remnant pitting. The side plate, hammer,
ramrod and action pins are missing as are the swivels. The stock hardware is rusted. The stock is
in fair condition showing water damage finish wear and a generally rough surface.
186.

Haenel Sport Model 33 Air Rifle. Serial # NSN. .177 caliber bolt action single shot air rifle with a
25” barrel. The bore appears to be good. Detachable magazine. Made in Germany. It is made in
the style of a military trainer. The metal finish is a brown patina with light to moderate surface rust.
The stock is missing the front band, the stock may have been cut. The cleaning rod is missing as
well. Military style front and rear sights. The plain walnut stock and hand guard are in good
condition showing dings, scratches and wear along with some moisture damage on the butt. Steel
butt plate. The action seems to work fine. The original magazine is included.
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187.

US Springfield Model 1812. Serial NSN. Approx. 75 caliber flintlock musketoon style carbine with
a 10” barrel. The bore is fair, rusted but smooth. Most likely a cut down musket. Lock plate has a
script “US” over the eagle with “Springfield” and is dated 1815. The metal finish on the barrel is a
grayish brown patina with surface rust and pitting. The barrel proofs have been obliterated. The
barrel has no markings, the butt plate is dated 1816. The stock has been cut down to fit the
shortened barrel. A barrel band has been fitted along with a shortened ramrod. The action
functions fine.

188.

Remington-Whitmore Model 1874. Serial # 2046. 10 Ga. double barreled hammer fired shotgun
with 32” Damascus barrels. The bores are fair, dirty and lightly scored. They may clean better.
Made from 1874 to 1882. Action opens with a lifter lever at the upper tang. The finish on the
Damascus steel barrels is a worn grayish brown patina. Damascus pattern is visible. The right
barrel has a slight dent. There is a metal saddle fitted around the barrels. The receiver and trigger
guard show a gray patina with older cleaned surface rust. The checkered walnut forearm is in fair
condition with cracks, wear and repairs. The butt stock is in poor condition. It has been cracked
through the wrist and repaired with a large chunk of wood missing at the receiver. The butt plate is
missing. The action seems to function OK.

R. 189a. First of a lot of 3: Iver Johnson Model 1900. Serial # 36875. .22 RF caliber double action
revolver with a 2¼” octagon barrel. The bore is poor, dirty and rusted. 7 shot cylinder. The nickel
finish shows rust and flaking at the muzzle with a large patch of rust on the frame. The cylinder
release latch is missing. The blued trigger guard is very good with edge wear and scratching. The
original hard rubber grips are in very good condition, no cracks or chips. The action does not work.
Made from 1900 to 1941. C&R.
R. 189b. Second of a lot of 3. Harrington & Richardson Model Young America. Serial # 1054. .22 RF
caliber double action revolver with a 2 octagon barrel. The bore is poor, dirty and rusted. 7 shot
cylinder. The nickel finish shows rust and flaking on the barrel. The frame shows dings and
scratches. The blued trigger guard is very good with edge wear and scratching. The original hard
rubber grips are in very good condition, no cracks or chips. The action does not work, the cylinder
will not index. C&R.
R. 189c. Third of a lot of 3: Cranford Arms Model Top Break. Serial # JT. .32 S&W caliber double action
revolver with a 3-1/2” barrel. The bore is poor, dirty and pitted. 5 shot cylinder. The nickel finish
shows rust and flaking on the barrel and frame. The hard rubber grips are in very good condition,
no cracks or chips. The action works but is loose. C&R.
R. 190.

Syracuse Arms Company Model Grade No. 2. Serial # 19055. 12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with
30” Damascus barrels. The bores are fair with light pitting. The bores are both choked Modified.
The barrels are marked “Improved Damascus”. Double triggers and extractor only. The finish on
the barrels is a worn gray/brown patina with Damascus pattern showing. The receiver is a grayish
patina with traces of case color showing. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in good
condition with some marks, scratches and finish wear from use. Original butt plate. Action works
OK and is tight. C&R.

R. 191.

J.P. Sauer & Sohn - Hawes Firearms Co. Model Western Sixshooter. Serial # 351964. .22 RF
caliber single action revolver with a 4-3/4” barrel. The bore will clean to very good. Made in
Germany. Alloy construction with steel barrel and alloy frame. The blued finish on the barrel shows
wear and thinning. The cylinder shows wear and spots of older cleaned surface rust. The black
finish on the alloy frame and grip frame shows quite a bit of wear. The ejector rod housing is heavily
worn with scratching. The black plastic grips are in good to very good condition with some light
wear, no cracks. The action does not work. C&R.
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R. 192.

T. Barker Model Hammer Double. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. double barrel hammer shotgun with 30”
barrels. The bores are fair to good, clean with some light pitting. Made in Belgium. The barrels are
choked Modified and Imp. Mod. The metal finish on the barrels is a worn brownish gray patina. The
receiver is a bare gray with a game animal engraved. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in
fair condition with heavy wear and slivers of wood missing on the forearm. Action works OK, the
lock-up is slightly loose. C&R.

R. 193.

American Gun Co. Model Victor Ejector Single Shot. Serial # 491167. 12 Ga. single shot
shotgun with a 30” barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Improved Mod. Made by
Crescent Firearms. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition with wear, thinning
and scratches. It is beginning to turn brown. The receiver is a gray patina turning brown with
traces of case color. The walnut stock and forearm are in good condition with some dings, scratches
and finish wear. There is a small crack at the upper tang with a small chip missing at the lower
tang. Action works OK. C&R.

R. 194.

Savage Model 101. Serial # 1003. .22 RF single shot pistol with a 4-1/4” barrel. The bore will
clean to excellent. Unique swing out action where the barrel and cylinder swings out for loading.
The blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder shows muzzle wear, edge wear and thinning with
some light scratching. The black finished alloy frame shows finish wear with scratching. The plain
hardwood grips are in fair to good condition with wear and scratching with several “kill” notches on
the right panel. The action works OK. C&R.

R. 195.

U.S. Springfield Armory Model 1898 Krag. Serial # 467415. .30-40 Krag caliber bolt action rifle
with a 26” barrel. The bore will clean to very good. Made in 1904, the last year of production. The
rifle has been cut down to a semi-sporter configuration. The blued metal finish on the barrel shows
thinning and scratching. The receiver is a worn grayish patina. 1902 style rear sight, original front
sight, probably re-located after cutting barrel. The stock has been cut down and modified by filling
the sling swivel recess. It has a crack on the left side and a chunk of wood missing near the bolt
channel. Original steel butt plate. Action works OK. C&R.

R. 196.

Colt Model Police Positive Special (First Issue). Serial # 134675. .32 Police caliber double action
revolver with a 4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1916. The blued metal finish on the barrel
shows significant finish wear with scratching. The finish on the frame is also heavily worn with
scratching. The finish is starting to turn brown. The original hard rubber grips are in fair condition,
there is a chip out of the right panel. The cylinder crane retaining screw and the ejector rod cap are
missing. The action works fine. Made from 1907 to 1927. Includes a later wood grain colt box.
C&R.

197.

PJ. Malherbe Model Percussion Musket. Serial # NSN. Approx .62 Cal (15mm) caliber black
powder percussion fired musket with a 34” barrel. The bore is very good, no rust or pitting. Made in
Liege, Belgium. The rifle is patterned after the French Model 1842 Musket. They were used by both
Union and Confederate forces during the Civil War. The lock is not dated, it has a Crown over W
proof. The barrel has a Crown over B proof. The metal finish on the barrel is a brown patina with a
haze of light surface rust. The lock plate is a dark brown/gray patina with strong markings. Brass
trigger guard, side plate and barrel bands. Rear sight has 2 flip-down settings. The walnut stock is
in good condition with some dings and scratches, no cracks or repairs. Steel butt plate with unit
markings. Action works fine. Includes the ramrod.

R. 198.

Remington Model 870 Wingmaster. Serial # S141495V. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28”
ventilated rib barrel. The bore will clean to very good. The barrel is fitted with an adjustable Poly
Choke, the vent rib is also marked Poly Choke. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair
condition showing heavy wear with surface rust. The receiver has been cleaned to bare gray and has
a large patch of surface rust. The checkered walnut forearm is in good condition with some dings
from use. The matching butt stock is in fair to good condition with some marks from use and finish
wear. Original red rubber recoil pad. Action works OK.
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R. 199.

Mossberg Model 500A. Serial # J331794. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.
The bore will clean to very good/excellent. The barrel is choked Modified. The blued metal finish on
the barrel shows wear, scratches and scuffs and some scattered light surface rust. The finish on the
alloy receiver shows some edge wear, dings and scratching. The checkered hardwood forearm and
matching plain butt stock are in fair to good condition showing some minor marks from use on the
forearm with significant scuffing and finish wear on the butt stock. Original brown rubber recoil
pad. Action works fine.

R. 200.

Mossberg Model 151M-B. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 20” barrel. The bore
is excellent. 5 round tubular magazine in the butt. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
receiver is in good condition some edge wear and light scratching. The 2 piece Mannlicher style
walnut stock is in good condition with some scratches and a few larger dings. Rear sight missing,
front sight broken. Sling swivels are missing. Magazine tube is missing. Action does not work.
Made from 1947 to 1958. C&R.

R. 201.

Marlin Model 99. Serial #NSN. .22RF semi auto rifle with an 22” barrel. The bore is excellent.
Tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel shows some light scratching with light
surface rust. The black finished alloy receiver shows some light edge wear and scratching around
the scope rail. The alloy trigger guard has a few chips, there is a screw missing. The plain walnut
stock has some scuffs and scratches, it has been re-finished. The stock bullseye is intact. Action
seems to work fine. Includes a Bushnell 3-7x20 scope mounted to the receiver rail. C&R.

R. 202.

Marlin Model 55. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 26” barrel. The bore will clean to
very good. The barrel is choked Full. 2 shot detachable magazine is NOT included. The blued metal
finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing little wear with some light scratching
on the barrel with scattered light rust freckling. The front sight is a slip-on fiber optic sight. The
plain walnut stock is in good condition with some minor finish wear and a few marks from use. A
slip on recoil pad has melted itself ono the stock. Action works fine. Made from 1950 to 1965. C&R.

R. 203.

Ithaca Model 37. Serial # 543103. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel. The bore
will clean to excellent. The barrel looks like it has a ring at about mid-bore. The barrel is choked is
choked Improved Cylinder. Made in 1953. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition
with thinning, heavy wear and abrasions. The finish on the receiver shows heavy edge and carry
wear with scratches. The plain walnut forearm is in very good condition with just some minor marks
and finish wear from use. The matching checkered walnut butt stock is in fair to good condition
with some marks from use with heavier finish wear. Original butt plate. Action works fine. C&R.

R. 204.

Winchester Model 190. Serial # B1622882. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 20½” barrel. The
bore is excellent. 15 shot tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine
tube is in fair condition with moderate surface rust. The black finish on the alloy receiver I sin fair
to good condition with ships and numerous scratches. The hardwood stock and forearm are in good
to very good condition with a few small dings and light finish wear. Original sights. The action
works OK.

R. 205.

Winchester Model 90. Serial # 680661. .22 WRF caliber pump action rifle with a 24” octagon
barrel. The bore is fair, rough with visible rifling. Made in 1926. 2/3 length magazine tube. The
blued metal finish on the barrel, magazine tube and receiver show light edge wear with some dings
and scratches with scattered dots of light surface rust. The receiver is starting to turn brown.
Original sights. The plain walnut stock and grooved walnut forearm are in good to very good
condition with a few dings and scratches, no cracks. Action works OK. Made from 1890 to 1932.
C&R.
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206.

H. Leman Model Percussion Rifle. Serial # NSN. .32 caliber (approximately) black powder
percussion rifle with a 37” octagon barrel. The bore looks to be in good condition. The barrel
measures .915” at the muzzle and .930 at the breech. Barrel is marked “Leman Lancaster Pa
Warranted”. The lock is marked “Leman Lancaster Pa”. The finish on the barrel was in the white
and now has a rusted appearance. The lightly engraved lock plate id a bare gray with strong
markings. The full length striped stock is in good condition with scratches, and finish wear. Brass
trigger guard, nose band, ferules and butt plate. Double set triggers. Lock works. Includes the
ramrod.

207.

Unknown Maker Model Percussion Rifle. Serial # NSN. Approx. .45 caliber black powder
percussion rifle with a 32” barrel. The bore is rusty. The lock plate is marked P.S.J. & Co.
Warranted. Possible Indian trade rifle. The blued metal finish on the barrel is a dark brownish black.
The engraved lock plate is a grayish patina with strong markings. The plain hardwood half-stock is
in good condition showing some dings and scratches from use. Brass butt plate, patch box, trigger
guard and nose cap are in good condition. Rear sight is missing. Action works fine. Includes the
ramrod.

208.

Unknown Maker Model Under-Hammer Percussion Rifle. Serial # NSN. Approx. .36 caliber black
powder percussion rifle with a 28” octagon barrel. The bore is fair. The metal finish on the barrel is
a grayish brown patina with edge wear. Brass but plate, patch box and trigger guard. The plain
walnut butt stock is in good condition showing some minor marks and scratches from use. Action
works fine. Includes the ramrod.

209.

Pennsylvania Rifle Works Model Percussion Rifle. Approx. .40 caliber percussion fired rifle with a
37” octagon barrel. The bore is fair. The barrel flats measure approx. 0.925” at the muzzle and
approx. 0.965” at the breech. Barrel and lock plate are marked Pennsylvania Rifle Works which
was located in Philadelphia and run by George Dunlap during the mid to late 1800’s. The finish on
the barrel is a dark brown patina with edge wear. The lock plate is a dark brown. The nipple has a
brass flash cup around it. The hardwood half-length stock is in good condition with some minor
marks and finish wear as well as a stress crack on the right side. Double set triggers. Brass butt
plate, side plate, trigger guard, nose cap and ferrules. Action works, includes the wood ram rod.

R. 210.

C.J. Hamilton & Son Model No. 27 “The Hamilton Rifle”. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber tip up
single shot boys rifle with a 15” barrel. The bore is good, visible rifling with some frosting in the
grooves. All Hamilton 27’s with short barrels have been exempted from the NFA. The barrel consists
of a brass tube surrounded by rolled sheet steel. The receiver is also sheet steel. The blue finish on
the metal is in very good condition showing light wear with light scratches and widely scattered dots
of light surface rust. The hardwood stock and forearm are in good condition with some small dings
and scratches, the forearm may have been re-shaped. Original sights. Action works and is tight.
Should not be fired with modern ammunition. Made from approximately 1907 to 1930. C&R.

R. 211.

Winchester Model 1890. Serial # 218797. .22 Short caliber pump action rifle with a 24” octagon
barrel. The bore is fair, slightly rough with visible rifling. Made in C. 1903. Tubular magazine. The
blued metal finish on the barrel shows light edge wear with scratches with scattered light freckling.
The magazine tube shows little wear. The blued receiver finish shows edge wear and carry wear with
scratching. It is starting to turn brown. The grooved walnut forearm is in very good condition
showing little wear. The plain walnut butt stock is in good condition with some dings and marks
from use. Original sights. Original steel crescent butt plate. Action works OK. C&R.

R. 212.

Remington Model 4. Serial # 324297. .22 RF caliber single shot takedown rolling block boy’s rifle
with a 22” round barrel. The bore is good, clean with visible rifling with slight roughness. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in good condition with some corrosion near the muzzle and scattered
light rust freckling. The finish on the receiver shows remnant case color with patches of older
cleaned surface rust. The walnut stock and forearm are in good condition with some marks from
use along with some finish wear. Original front and rear sights. Original steel butt plate. Action
works fine. Made from 1890 to 1933. C&R.
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R. 213.

J. Stevens Arms Model No. 80 Gallery. Serial # 15449. .22 RF caliber pump action rifle with a
24” barrel. The bore is fair, rough with visible rifling. Tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on
the barrel and magazine tube shows light wear with light scratching and scattered dots of light
surface rust freckling. The receiver has been aggressively cleaned with little finish remaining. The
grooved walnut forearm is in good condition with some minor marks from use. The matching plain
butt stock shows numerous dings and scratches. Original butt plate. Both sights present. Action
works, but is stiff. It could use a good cleaning. Made from 1906 to 1910. C&R.

R. 214.

Iver Johnson Model Hercules Grade. Serial # 12578. 12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 32”
barrels. The bores excellent. The barrels are choked Full and Improved Modified. Double triggers
and extractor only. The blued metal finish on the barrels is very good showing light wear, light
scratching and some widely scattered dots of light surface rust freckling. The receiver shows faded
case color. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in good to very good condition with some
dings, scratches, and finish wear. Original pistol grip cap. Non-factory recoil pad. The action works
fine. Made c. 1924 to 1935. C&R.

R. 215.

J.C. Higgins Model 50. Serial # NSN. .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is
excellent. Made for Sears, Roebuck, and Company by High Standard using an FN Belgian made 98
Mauser type action. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little
wear. The receiver shows little wear as well. There is some light edge wear and light freckling on the
trigger guard and floor plate. The plain walnut stock is in good to very good condition with some
small scratches and wear. A non-factory recoil pad has ben fitted to the butt. Original sights.
Action works fine. Includes a Tasco Pronghorn 6X40 scope in Redfield mounts and a padded nylon
sling. C&R.

R. 216.

Winchester Model 37. Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The barrel is choked Full. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is
a re-blue and is in good condition showing little wear with underlying remnant pitting. The receiver
shows some carry wear and edge wear and is starting to turn slightly brown. The plain walnut
forearm is in good condition with numerous marks from use. It has had extra finish added. The
plain walnut butt stock has been refinished. It has a repair to the toe and has numbers etched on
the bottom of the pistol grip. The butt is fitted with a non-factory recoil pad. The action works fine
and the barrel to frame lock-up is tight. C&R.

R. 217.

Japanese Arisaka Type 99 Short Rifle. Serial # 69554. 7.7mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle
with a 26” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made at the Nagoya Arsenal. Anti-aircraft rear sight, the
wings are missing. Monopod mid-band. The front band is matched, the bolt and extractor are not
matched to the receiver. The mum is intact, it has not been ground or defaced. The metal finish
shows edge wear and thinning with light scratching. The stock is in good condition with numerous
dings. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 218.

Winchester Model 04. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action single shot rifle with a 21” barrel.
The bore will clean to very good. The finish on the metal is a blotchy brown/gray patina with some
scratching and minor marks from use. The hardwood stock has been refinished and is in very good
condition with only a few minor marks. Original sights. Plastic butt plate. Action works fine. Made
from 1904 until 1931. C&R.

R. 219.

Winchester Model 94. Serial # 1330856. .30 WCF (.30-30 Win.). caliber lever action rifle with a
20” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made during the WWII years where good records were not kept,
probably 1943 or 1944. Full length magazine tube. Flat barrel band. The blued metal finish on the
barrel and magazine tube is very good showing light wear with some light scratching and scattered
light rust freckling. The magazine tube has a slight dent. The finish on the receiver shows moderate
carry wear and edge wear with light scratching. The lever shows edge wear and thinning. The plain
walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition with some minor marks and scratches with
finish wear. Original sights, the front sight hood is from a Marlin rifle. Original steel but plate.
Action works fine. Includes leather sling in non-factory swivels. C&R.
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R. 220.

Japanese Arisaka Type 99 Short Rifle. Serial # 7227. 7.7mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle
with a 26” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made at the Nagoya Arsenal. Anti-aircraft rear sight, the
wings are missing. Monopod mid-band. The front band, the bolt and extractor are matched to the
receiver. The mum has been ground. The metal finish shows edge wear and thinning with light
scratching. The stock is in good condition with numerous dings. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 221.

Iver Johnson Model Cadet 55SA. Serial # H47020. .22 RF caliber double action revolver with a 21/2” barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. 8 shot cylinder. The blued metal finish on the barrel is
good showing muzzle wear, thinning and scratching. The frame finish is fair to good showing edge
wear, scratching and patches of finish loss from older cleaned surface rust. The cylinder shows edge
wear and thinning. The smooth brown plastic grips are very good with some light scratches. The
action works fine. Made form 1961-1978.

R. 222.

EIG Model Baby 22. Serial # 25783. .22 RF short singe action revolver with a 2” barrel. The bore
good, clean with strong rifling. Made in Germany. Folding trigger. Marked “Baby -.22 on the barrel.
The original chrome finish shows wear and scratches with some light surface rust. The white plastic
grips are in fair condition with some soiling and a chip out of the left panel. The action seems to
work OK. C&R.

R. 223.

Colt Model Colteer 4-22. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber semi-automatic rifle with a 19” barrel. The
bore is excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in good condition with
some dings, scratches and spots of cleaned surface rust. The finish on the alloy receiver has been
polished to bare metal. The black finish on the tis very good showing little wear. The plain walnut
forearm and the matching straight grip stock are in good condition with a few dings and scratches.
Original sights missing the front sight hood. Action works fine. C&R.

R. 224.

Kolb Model Baby Hammerless. Serial #296. .22 RF caliber 6 shot revolver with a 1-1/4” round
barrel. The bore is fair, lightly pitted with visible rifling. The nickel finish is very good showing some
light scratching with some dots of surface rust. The original grips are in very good condition, no
cracks or chips. Action does not work correctly, the folding trigger is missing. C&R.

225.

Iver Johnson Defender 89. Serial # 6. .32 RF caliber antique 5 shot spur trigger revolver with a 21/2” round barrel. The bore is fair to good, clean with pitting and visible rifling. The nickel finish is
good to very good showing some light scratching, light flaking and some older cleaned surface rust.
The original grips are in good condition, no cracks or chips. Action works fine.

226.

Iver Johnson Defender 89. Serial # 6. .32 RF caliber antique 5 shot spur trigger revolver with a 21/2” round barrel. The bore is fair to good, clean with pitting and visible rifling. The nickel finish is
fair showing flaking with large patches of surface rust. The original grips are in fair condition with a
large chip out of the left panel. Action works fine.

227.

Beretta Model 38 Dummy Sub-Machine Gun. Serial # NSN. 9mm caliber non-firing replica of a
Beretta Model 38 sub-machine gun. 14” shrouded barrel. Bolt is welded shut, magazine is welded
in place, no moving parts. The metal finish is painted flat black showing little wear. The finger grove
walnut stock has been cut, the forward section is missing.

228.

Belgian Herstal Model FN-D BAR Dummy Machine Gun. Serial 52227. 7.65x53 caliber nonfiring replica of a Belgian FN Model D machine gun. 25” barrel. Belgian variation of the Browning
BAR. The bolt is welded shut. Detachable magazine NOT included. Rear sight parts missing. The
plain hardwood butt stock and pistol grip are in good condition, the forearm is fair with chips of
wood missing. Carry handle with folding bi-pod.

R. 229.

Iver Johnson Model US Revolver Co. Hammerless. Serial # 88387. .32 S&W caliber double
action revolver with a 3” barrel. The bore is good, clean with light pitting and good rifling. The
original nickel finish on the metal is good to very good showing some light flaking around the edges
with light surface rust. The hard rubber grips are in very condition showing light wear with no
cracks or chips. The action works fine. Made from 1910 to 1935. C&R.
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R. 230.

Colt Model Peacemaker 22 Scout Buntline. Serial # G51932 .22LR/.22 Mag caliber single action
revolver with a 7½” barrel. The bore is excellent. This a dual cylinder revolver. Made in 1972. The
blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is excellent showing no wear. The frame shows
excellent case color. The alloy trigger guard shows no wear. The original black plastic grips are
excellent. Action works fine. Includes the original box, the spare cylinder in its original box and the
instructions.

R. 231.

Remington Model 4. Serial # J-303363. .32 RF caliber single shot takedown rolling block boy’s
rifle with a 22” octagon barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing light muzzle and edge wear with
some light scratching. The finish on the receiver and take down lever shows good, but slightly faded
case color with some light scratching. The walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition with
some marks from use along with some light finish wear. Original front and rear sights. Original
steel butt plate. Action works fine. Made from 1890 to 1933. C&R.

R. 232.

Winchester Model 12. Serial # 1200225. 20 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel. The
bore is excellent. The chamber is 2-3/4” and the barrel is choked Full. Made in 1949. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is very good to excellent showing little wear. The finish on the receiver
shows very light edge wear with scratching and a patch of thinning finish on the left side. The
grooved walnut forearm is in very good to excellent condition with minor finish wear. The plain
walnut butt stock is in very good condition with light scratches. Original butt plate. Action works
fine. C&R.

R. 233.

Marlin Model 47. Serial # 5152. .22 RF caliber pump action rifle. 22” round barrel. The bore is
excellent. Tubular magazine. Similar to the Model 20. The Model 47 was not a cataloged offering, it
was only available if you purchased Marlin stock. Made in 1930 only. The blued metal finish on the
barrel shows some light corrosion at the muzzle with some light scratching. The magazine tube is
worn to near gray. The receiver shows traces of case color with scratching and older cleaned surface
rust. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in good condition with dings, scratches, and
worn finish. Original butt plate. Original sights. Action works fine. C&R.

R. 234.

J. Stevens Arms Model No. 15 “Maynard Jr.”. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber single shot rifle with
an 18” part round/part octagon barrel. The bore is fair, rough with visible rifling. The metal finish
on the barrel is a thinning, blotchy dull gray, it looks like an old cold blue. The receiver is a blotchy
dark gray patina. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in good condition with some marks and
finish wear. There are some very fine cracks at the upper and lower tang. The action works but the
hammer is a bit sluggish. Made from 1902 to 1912. C&R.

R. 235.

Winchester Model 1900. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action single shot rifle with an 18”
barrel. The bore will clean to very good. The Model 1900 was the predecessor to the Model 1902.
The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is a slightly blotchy brown/gray patina with some
scratching and minor marks from use. The hardwood stock has been refinished and is in very good
condition with only a few minor marks. Original fixed sights. Made without a butt plate. Action
works fine. Made from 1899 until 1902. C&R.

R. 236.

Hopkins & Allen Model 722. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber single shot rifle boy’s rifle with a 19½”
round barrel. The bore is very good/excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel shows some
thinning with scratching a light haze of older surface rust freckling. The receiver shows remnant
case color with some light surface rust. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in good condition
with dings, scratches, and light finish wear. Fixed front and rear sights. Action works OK. C&R.
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R. 237.

Mossberg Model 340TR “Targo”. Serial # NSN. .22 RF/Shotshell caliber bolt action rifle with a
24” smoothbore barrel. The bore is excellent. This is a dual purpose smoothbore rifle designed to
shoot both .22 RF bullets and shotshells. The barrel is internally threaded to accept a rifled and
smoothbore adapter. The smoothbore adapter is installed, the rifled adapter is included.
Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is very good to excellent showing light
muzzle wear with some light scratching. The receiver shows little wear. The plain walnut stock is in
very good condition showing a few scratches and dings. The action works fine. Only 2026 made
from 1961-1962. C&R.

R. 238.

Ranger Model 101.2. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. bolt action barreled shotgun action. 26” barrel choked
modified. The bore will clean to very good. Made for Sears, Roebuck, & Co. by Savage. Barrel,
receiver and bolt only. The finish on the metal is poor, heavily rusted. Includes a barrel for a
Winchester 37 which is in poor condition with a poor bore. C&R.

R. 239.

Browning Arms Model Superposed Skeet. Serial # 812J4. .410 Ga. over/under shotgun with 28”
barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels are choked Skeet (**$). Made in Belgium in 1964.
Single selective trigger. Automatic ejectors. The original blued metal finish on the barrels is very
good to excellent showing only some light muzzle wear and light scratching. The blued finish on the
engraved receiver shows carry wear, light edge wear and light scratching. The checkered walnut
forearm wood is in good condition with some dings on the right side. The matching but stock is in
very good condition with some scratches and striations in the finish. Original butt plate. LOP is
14”. Action works fine and is still tight. C&R.

R. 240.

Hunter Arms Co. Model The Fulton. Serial # 11971. 12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 26”
barrels. The bores will clean to very good. There are 2 dings in the right barrel. The barrels look
like they were cut back. The barrels are choked Modified and Imp. Cylinder. Double triggers and
extractor only. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in good condition with thinning and a light
haze of older cleaned surface rust freckling. The finish is starting to turn brown. The finish on the
receiver is a gray patina with older cleaned surface rust. The checkered walnut stock and forearm
are in fair to good condition showing wear and marks from use. Non-factory recoil pad. Action does
not work properly, the safety and front trigger are frozen. Made from 1918 to 1946. C&R.

R. 241.

Mossberg Model 185K-A. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 22”barrel. The bore will
clean to very good. The barrel has been cut back. Detachable magazine. The metal finish on the
barrel and receiver is a thin brown/gray patina with scratching. The plain walnut stock has been
refinished and is in good condition with some dings and scratches. Action works OK. C&R.

R. 242.

Japanese Arisaka Model Type 38 Rifle. Serial # 740800. 6.5mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle
with a 31-1/2” barrel. The bore is poor with rust and pitting. The rifle is in relic condition. The bolt
is missing, the stock has been cut and the front band and handguard are missing. The blued metal
finish is a rusty brown patina. The cut down military stock is in poor condition. C&R.

R. 243.

Japanese Arisaka Model Type 38 Rifle. Serial # 8785. 6.5mm Japanese caliber bolt action rifle
with a 25” barrel. The bore is poor with rust and pitting. Made at the Jinsen arsenal. The rifle has
been semi-sporterized. The stock has been cut down, the barrel hardware, military sights and the
hand guard have been discarded. The bolt handle has been modified. The blued metal finish on the
barrel shows bare spots and light surface rust freckling. The receiver shows light edge wear. 2 holes
have been drilled for a receiver sight. The cut down military stock has been sanded. It still has
Japanese characters on the butt. A rubber recoil pad has been fitted. Action does not work, the bolt
may be assembled incorrectly. C&R.

R. 244.

Japanese Model Arisaka Type 38 Rifle. Serial # 00552741. 6.5mm Japanese caliber bolt action
rifle with a 31½” barrel. The bore is poor, heavily rusted. Made at the Kokura Arsenal. The ringed
mum and the “00” preceding the S/N indicate that the rifle was taken out of service and supplied to
a training school. The arsenal finish on the metal is in good condition with some thinning and edge
wear. The wooden stock and handguard have been re-finished and are in very good condition with
some minor marks. Numbers are mis-matched. The action does not work. Includes the cleaning
rod and dust cover. C&R.
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R. 245.

J. Stevens Arms Model 66-B. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel. The
bore will clean to good/very good. Tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
receiver is in fair condition being covered with a fine to medium haze of surface rust. The plain
walnut stock is in fair condition with dings, scratches, and large areas with loss of finish. Front and
rear sights. Action works OK. C&R.

R. 246.

Remington Model 760. Serial # 481943 .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1966. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
good to very good condition showing little wear with some scratches and scattered light russt
freckles. The blued finish on the receiver and trigger guard shows some edge wear and thinning with
some light scratching. The checked walnut forearm is in fair condition with some dings, finish wear
and chips from use. The butt stock is in fair condition with large abrasions and moisture damage.
Plastic butt plate. Original sights. Action works fine. Includes a Bushnell 3-9x40 scope and a
padded nylon sling in swivels. C&R.

R. 247.

Smith & Wesson Model 686-3. Serial # BHL2690. .357 Magnum caliber double action revolver
with a 6” barrel. The bore is excellent. The revolver features all stainless steel construction and is
built on the L frame. The brushed finish on the stainless steel barrel, frame and cylinder is in very
good to excellent condition with some light scuffs and scratches. The S&W wooden target grips are
in excellent condition showing little wear. Red ramp front sight. The rear sight is missing. Action
works fine. Includes a silver toned Leupold M8-2x extended eye relief scope in a stainless steel
Burris mount.

R. 248.

Daisy Mfg. Model 2202. Serial # AB0080711. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 19” octagon
barrel. The bore is excellent. 10 shot rotary magazine. The matte black finish on the barrel and
receiver is very good with some very minor chipping. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in good
to very good condition with a few minor marks. Rear sight is missing. Action works fine. Includes a
Bushnell Sportview 4x15 scope mounted to the receiver rail.

R. 249.

Browning Model A-Bolt. Serial # 80594NP351. .25-06 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1998. Hinged floor plate. Made without sights. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing little wear. The gloss
finished checkered walnut stock is in very good condition with a few minor dings and scratches.
Action works fine. Includes the original box.

Gun Registration Information
All guns with an “R” before the number must be registered. Licensed dealers must have a current copy of
their FFL signed in ink in our files. No modern long guns sold to anyone under the age of 18, nor modern
hand guns to anyone under 21. No hand guns sold to out of state residents who are not dealers. Residents
of states requiring a purchase permit to buy long guns (I.E. New Jersey, etc.) must furnish this permit.
Persons of Curio & Relic License (except New Jersey) may only purchase firearms listed as such by the
B.A.T.F. and must provide a signed copy of that license. The purchaser pays any and all registration fees.
Your interpretation of “excellent”, “very good”, “good”, etc. may be very different than ours, when it comes to
the description of the guns. You are the final judge of condition before you buy. Please examine any item
you are interested in very carefully and decide, before you bid, if it is as you expected. Always have a
gunsmith check a gun you purchased for possible defects. We do not warrant any gun to be in firing
condition. If you see any glaring mistakes in the catalog description of the guns, please inform us of the
error prior to the start of the sale. This will allow us to let other buyers know of the correction before any
items are sold.
Federal law requires any firearm, made after 1898, to be registered. Even though the gun looks like an
antique, we need proof it was made before 1898 before we can give it to you without registration. Since
documentation of guns made by many obscure manufacturers is difficult and time consuming, we may,
sometimes, incorrectly register a gun that may be an antique. We regret this error but in the case of a
Federally licensed dealer, it’s better safe than sorry.
Thanks for your consideration and enjoy the auction!
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ACCESSORIES
Authenticity of any the following collectibles and ammunition is unverified. They are believed to be correct but please be sure you are
satisfied before you bid.
Caveat Emptor!

300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.

Smith & Wesson Model 686 – 6” .177 cal. nickel plated air pistol with rubber
grips. Like new condition and includes powerlets, pellets, related accessories,
and a hard S&W case.
Gamo Model Whisper .177 cal. break barrel air rifle in its original box.
Includes a Gamo 3-9x40 WR scope.
Bob Allen soft long gun case including (18 rounds) Winchester .255 Win.
55gr. psp and (56 rounds) of fired brass.
Various accessories – Mostly full box of vintage Winchester .32 long rf, (57
rounds) Remington .32 S&W Long, starters pistol, and two gun cleaning kits
for .30 cal. and 16ga.
(3) Vintage sheath knives – Animal Trap Co. Lititz, Remington RH-6, and
Cattaraugus.
19th Century French Gras rifle bayonet etched L. Deny Paris 1878 on bladeincludes a scabbard.
(6) Various cutlery – (2) butcher knives signed Clyde Cutlery US 1967 and the
other is unmarked. (2) Folding knives by Vanadium and Diamondback. (3)
Fixed blade knives by Ideal, and others unmarked.
(5) Soft long gun cases- four are leather.
Hoppe’s no. 9 gun shotgun cleaning kit- complete.
Heritage Safe Co. Fortress Security Gun Safe – I-Tech Class 1 fire safe, 1200
degreesF, 40 minutes, 350 degrees internal. (30” wide x 21” deep x 60” high)
(Full box of 1000) Federal No. 100 small pistol primers.
Large grouping of .223 cal. 62gr. fmj reloading bullets.
(5) Lee reloading die sets in .40 S&W, .32/20 WCF, .380 Auto, 9mm Luger,
and .45 ACP.
Lee three hole turret press with attached 9mm luger dies, includes quick
change turrets with attached .38 Spec. and .223 Rem. dies, also related loose
accessories.
Large grouping of .223 Rem/Mil fired brass- approx. 2/3 are primed. (Primed
casings are found in the bag of 1000 and jars with blue lids)
(360 Rounds) WPA military classic 7.62x39mm 124gr. hp steel case
ammunition in a plastic ammo can.
(8 Cans) Full or mostly full of Hodgdon Benchmark smokeless target rifle
powder.
Large grouping of fired .223 Rem/Mil brass- several have been deprimed.
Hornady tumbler, Hornady Lock-n-load sonic cleaner 2L, used media, and
solution.
(6 Boxes) Full and mostly full of Speer .535” lead round ball bullets.
(2 ½ Boxes) CCI no. 400 small rifle primers- approx. 2500.
Lee reloading accessories – .223 Rem. reloading die set, several bullet
lubricating and sizing kits (full and partial), bulge buster, decapping die, and
others.
Large grouping of assorted cast lead bullets- several with gas checks.
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Barska Sniper 2nd Generation 4-16x50 IR rifle scope in its original box.
Heavy grouping of lead ingots – scale read 117lbs.
Large grouping of mostly 9mm Luger fired brass.
Remington mod. 870 20ga. shotgun barrel- appears new in its original box.
Mostly RCBS reloading accessories – JR2 rock chucker press, .38/.357
reloading dies, lead dipper, powder trickler, digital scale, and others.
(5 Boxes) CCI No. 500 small pistol primers- (approx. 5000+ in total)
(4) Boxes) Full and partial of Hornady gas checks in .22, .35, and .45.
Includes CCI no.11 percussion caps.
(Approx. 200 rounds) TulAmmo .223 Rem. 55gr. fmj ammo, (7 boxes) 20ga.
slugs, and (4 boxes) 12ga. slugs. All in a plastic ammo can.
Vintage reloading accessories – CH reloading press, CH Swag-O-Matic, Santa
Anita powder measure, and others.
Large grouping of .45 Auto fired brass – nickel plated casings are deprimed.
(360 Rounds) Russian 7.62x39mm 123gr. fmj steel case ammunition in a
plastic ammo can.
(2) Boxes – Assorted reloading supplies, includes a case expanding die, .30
cal. and .270 Wby. Mag. die sets, empty plastic cartridge boxes, empty die
boxes, reading material, and product.
(5 Cans) Full or mostly full of Accurate 2460 double base smokeless
propellant.
(3 Boxes) S&B and Winchester small pistol primers – (3000 in total).
Polymer 80% AR15 lower receiver and jig, small upper receiver parts, and a
Caldwell lead sled.
Vintage Stout Enterprise rapid 12ga. shotshell reloading press.
Large grouping of 9mm Luger fired brass- all appear to be primed.
(5) AR15 30 round magazines in a plastic ammo can- mags by Center
Industries and AR-Stoner.
Assorted reloading accessories – Lee auto-prime xr, progressive 1000 shell
plate carrier, digital caliper, bullet puller, Hornady XTP 9mm hp/xtp bullets,
and Rainer .40 cal. bullets.
Large grouping of widely assorted fired brass including a partial box of shot
capsules. Does include a bag of primed 9mm luger.
(3) Rifle scopes by Glenfield, Bushnell, and Magnacraft red dot including an
ammo can of CO2 powerlets, bb’s, and slingshot ammunition.
(4 Cans) Mostly full and partial of Alliant and Hodgdon smokeless powder.
(2) Trays – Melting pot, hot pot, assorted lead round balls in .36 and .50 cal,
jar of slingshot ammo, and a small amount of lead shot.
(6) Lee bullet molds - .356, .358, .452, .314, and .535.
(2) Trays – Good assortment of loose bullet molds, RCBS lead dipper, powder
horn, ticking, and related accessories.
(4) Empty metal military ammo cans.
(240 Rounds) Assorted vintage 12ga. shotgun shells- many with collectible
boxes.
(22 Boxes) Full or mostly full of vintage collectible .22 long and short
ammunition.
Tray of assorted folding knives, American Wildlife store display of knives,
including (2 boxes) firearm related references by Stoeger “Shooter’s Bibles”,
cartridges, Gun Trader, hunting related, and others.
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(22 Boxes) Vintage collectible and modern .22 long rifle, short, empty primed,
and blank ammunition. Mostly full boxes.
Vintage Peter’s shotshell case full of loose collectible 12ga. shells- does
including some slugs and buckshot.
PSE Archery model Vulcan right handed compound bow. Includes a quiver,
wrist guards, tips, booklet, and a leather bow case.
Loose 12ga. and 10ga shotgun shells – (75 rounds) 12ga. steel shot, (22
rounds) 12ga. 3”, (25 rounds) 12ga. buckshot and slugs, and (6 rounds) 10ga.
Large grouping of assorted fired brass – (27 brass) .25-06, (200 brass) .243,
(200 brass) .270, and (170 brass) .30-30.
Oneida model Eagle right handed compound bow that has been overpaintedincludes an attached quiver with arrows, Mongoose 105 sight, and a hard
sided bow case.
Large grouping of vintage collectible 16ga. and 20ga. loose shells – (150
rounds) 16ga. and (93 rounds) 20ga. Includes an Xpert Skeet Load box.
(128 Rounds) Boxed and loose 7.62x54R ammunition.
(255 Rounds) Assorted 12ga. shotgun shells- boxed and loose.
(3 Boxes) Winchester special edition .30-30 Win. 150gr. pp ammunition1894-1994 Centennial Winchester 94 cartridges.
Large grouping of widely assorted fired brass – (1000 brass) 9mm Luger, (700
brass) .45 Auto, (160 brass) .223, (48 brass) .32 S&W Lg, (200 brass) .380
ACP, and .32 H&R Mag.
Assortment of boxed and loose shotgun shells in 16ga, 20ga, 28ga, and
.410ga. (40 rounds) 16ga, (35 rounds) 20ga, (7 rounds) 28ga, and (137
rounds) .410ga.
Large grouping of boxed fired brass in .30-06 Springfield and .308 Win- all
appear to be full boxes.
Various accessories – Crosman model 1600 Powermatic .177 cal. air pistol, (3)
canteens, auto bushing wrench, and Orvis size LK neoprene waders.
(20 Rounds) Federal .22-250 Rem. 60gr. and (20 rounds) Federal .32 H&R
Mag. 95gr. ammunition.
Various accessories – (29 rounds) .30-06 Springfield in mostly psp
ammunition, also a slinged holster, hard sided handgun case, and a hard
sided long gun case.
(6) Soft long gun cases.
(7 Boxes) Peters 12ga. and Remington 20ga. shotgun shells – Peters High
Velocity and Standard Field Loads including Remington 3” Magnum Express.
BSA Classic 3-12x50mm crosshair rifle scope.
(4) Soft long gun cases, gun sleeves, and a holster.
(126 Rounds) Assorted boxed and loose .410ga. shotgun shells- mostly by
Remington, includes a box of Federal.
PSE Archery model Strato-Flite Express right handed compound bow.
Includes an attached quiver, box of arrows, and loose bow parts.
Large grouping of fired brass in both Remington 7x57 (7mm Mauser) and
mixed .38 Special- several pcs. of 7mm brass have been deprimed.
Vibra Shine Vortex tumbler including a large bag full of Remington Premier
STS 12ga. spent hulls.
(3) Rifle Scopes – Simmons Deerfield 4-12x40 with its original box, Tasco
Pronghorn, and a Simmons 4x32.
(Full Case) Herter’s 12ga. 2 ¾” no. 7 ½ shotgun shells. (250 rounds total)
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(93 Rounds) Assorted .30-06 Springfield sp ammunition including (80 rounds)
American Eagle .223 Rem. 55gr. fmj.
(2) Trays – Large grouping of 12ga. shotgun shells, includes two boxes of
vintage Peters 00 buck. Also a tray of inflatable turkey decoys, IMR charges
for .50 cal, musket caps, and others.
Large grouping of .30-06 Springfield ammunition and fired brass- (105
rounds in total)
(4) Long gun cases – double hard sided Woodstream, hard sided Doskocil, and
(2) soft cases.
Remington .222 Rem. and .223 Rem. psp ammunition – (64 rounds) .222 and
(34 rounds) .223.
(4) Rifle magazines – (2) Early Winchester mod. 88, Colyer Clip in a .243 and
.308, and a Remington 760 in .30-06.
Assortment of ammunition and some fired brass – (3 rounds) .338 Win Mag,
(20 rounds) .25-35 Win, (53 rounds) .300 Savage, and (34 rounds) .308 Win.
Universal gun cleaning kit in an aluminum carrying case- appears complete.
Various sporting goods – Bausch & Lomb Balvar 8 2.5-8x rifle scope, (2) other
rifle scopes, rifle slings, rubber snubbers replacement straps, and a game
bag.
Full and partial boxes of ammunition in .303 British, .22 long rifle, 12ga,
16ga, and 20ga. shotgun shells. Includes a cartridge belt filled with .30-06
Springfield cartridges.
Various sporting goods – Lee’s Champion gobble box turkey call, Peltor ear
muffs, hand warmers, sheath knives by Imperial, German Solingen,
Kutmaster, modified and full choke tubes, and others.
Large grouping, mostly full boxes of 12ga. shells, 20ga. rifled slugs, 12 ga.
slugs, mostly full box of Federal .22 lr bird shot, and loose 12ga. shells.
Samurai sword and scabbard- later NCO model production with a signed
tang, iron hand guard, and a loose woven handled grip. (38 inches in length)
Vintage Parris-Dunn Corp. USN Mark 1 training rifle.
(2) Daisy Red Ryder air rifles – model 1938B in its original box and a no. 111
model 40.
US Mod. 1872 Springfield Armory Field and Staff style officer’s sword and
scabbard. Blade etched US Armory Springfield Mass, stamped GGS, and
measures 37 ½” in length.
Vintage Benjamin model 30/30 Hot Shot CO2 gas repeater bb carbine in its
original box. Appears like new in its original box.
Samurai sword and scabbard – later NCO model production, floral hand
guard, woven grip, and green painted scabbard. (39 inches in length)
Chinese made .177 cal. under lever pellet rifle- unmarked.
(26 Boxes) Vintage collectible .22 long rifle, includes a box of short. All appear
full except for two partials.
Vintage collectible Remington UMC and US Cartridge Co. .38 cal. ammunition
– (5) mostly full boxes including a mostly empty Winchester Box. Cartridges in
.38 Long Colt, .38 Automatic Colt, and .38 S&W.
Vintage collectible Winchester and UMC .32 cal. ammunition including a
partial box of .25 Auto Colt- boxes are full, partial, and empty.
(6 Boxes) Vintage Western and Peters 12ga. and 16ga. shotgun shells- (2
boxes) of 16ga. and (4 boxes) of 12ga. Full and mostly full boxes.
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(3) Vintage UMC and APC .38 S&W center fire cartridges in their original
boxes- full and mostly full boxes.
Vintage collectible Winchester and Western primers- partial or mostly full
boxes. Also Remington UMC shot wads, and percussion cap tins with caps.
Vintage collectible Peters, UMC, and Winchester .32 cal. cartridges with their
boxes- full, partial, and two empty boxes.
Large grouping of vintage collectible .38 S&W cartridges with original boxes by
Western, Winchester, Remington UMC, Peters, and others. Several boxes have
mixed cartridges and brass.
(2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – Horrocks-Ibbotson Governor 3pc. 9’ with an
extra tip and a Montague Rapidan Genuine Tonkin 3pc. 8 ½’ with an extra
tip. Each includes an individual rod case.
(3) Fly reels – Hardy Bros model “The Lenith” 3 ½” in dia. reel, Flueger
No.1554 Sal-Trout reel, and an Lm Dickson #106 Maginot reel.
(2) Vintage bamboo casting and fly rods – Heddon #6 2pc. 6’ casting rod and a
3pc. marked “Foothills” 7 ½’ with an extra tip. Each includes an individual
rod case.
(6) Vintage fly or trolling reels – Pflueger Captain, Ocean City, Pflueger Taxie,
unmarked wood and brass construct, and two Winona no. 105’s.
(2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – Heddon #14 3pc. 8 ½’ fly rod with an extra tip
and a Heddon #20 3pc. 8 ½’ fly rod with an extra tip. Each includes an
individual rod case.
(6) Vintage casting reels – Penn no. 78, Montague Flash, Ocean City no. 112,
Pflueger Ohio 1978, Abbey & Imbrie no. 250, and one unmarked.
(2) Vintage F.E. Thomas bamboo fly rods- each 3pc. with an extra tip. One
extra tip is broken. Each includes an individual rod case.
Grouping of vintage fishing reels, spool, rod holder, and oil. Bright collectible
boxes included. Not all reel models match those of their corresponding boxes.
(2) Vintage Montague fly rods – Montague Sunbeam 8 ½’ 3pc. with an extra
tip and a Montague Trail 8 ½’ 3pc. with an extra tip. Each includes an
individual rod case.
(2) Cast iron 5 and 4 cavity sinker molds including (2) Lee bullet molds- 395
RB and 378 RB
(2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – Horrocks-Ibbotson Oriskany 9’ 3pc. with an
extra tip and a South Bend no. 59 8 ½’ 3pc. with an extra tip. Each includes
an individual rod case.
(Full Case) Federal 12ga. 2 ¾” top gun target load shotgun shells- 250 rounds
total.
(3) Hard sided long gun cases – (2) Gun Guards are 38” in length.
(100 Lbs.) Remington No. 8 ½ hard competition grade shot. (4 bags of 25 lbs.)
(2) Large wooden crates and box full of spent 12ga. hulls including some
vintage 12ga. Alcan wads.
(20 Boxes) Assorted 12ga. shotgun shells, mostly by Winchester. All appear to
be full.
Grouping of (10) soft leather and canvas long gun cases.
(4) Vintage Daisy bb air rifles – (2) model 99 Champion, no. 111 model 40 Red
Ryder Carbine, and a model 1938B.
Assorted Ammunition – (72 rounds) Remington 7mm-08 Rem. 140gr. sp, (140
rounds) Centurion 5mm Mag. rimfire, (31 rounds) .38 Special lrn, .50 sabots,
and loose cartridges.
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(5) Vintage Daisy bb air pistols - no. 118 Target Special, (2) no. 177 Target
Special, and (2) no. 118 Targeteer. One missing grips, one missing a rear
sight, plastic grip is warped, and show spotted rust.
(3) Hard sided long gun cases – one leather Browning take-down shotgun
case.
(20 Boxes) Assorted 12ga. shotgun shells, mixed manufactures- all appear full
except one partial.
(13) Leather long gun cases.
Assortment of sporting goods – trolling bait buckets, (2) hunting or fishing
bucket seats, fishing nets, vintage Bernz-O-Matic lantern, travel heater, and
others.
(5) Vintage Daisy bb air rifles – no. 102 model 36, model 96, model 102, and
model 799. (Several are missing parts and in as-is condition)
(2) Trays of assorted folding knives – Tactical folding knives by Frost Cutlery,
The Defender fixed blade hunting knife, and other folding hunters mostly by
Frost cutlery. Most new in their boxes.
Assortment of vintage cap pistols, two starter pistols, and 1500 shots of roll
caps. Also collectible belt buckles and an NRA key fob. Several cast metal
pistols are complete and incomplete.
(100 Lbs.) Remington No. 8 ½ hard competition grade shot. (4 Bags of 25lbs.)
Large grouping of gun cases and sleeves, (2) empty metal military ammo cans,
fillet board, and a roll of 75 meter down range feedback paper targets.
Large grouping of fishing related accessories – Many casting and spinning
rods, several having attached reels, Johnson Century reel in its original box,
sinker molds, vintage Kwik-Lite headlite, and misc. tackle.
Early Militia Officer Tintype Photograph in a leather embossed case – noted
civil war officer wearing epaulets and gauntlet gloves. Holding a sword in
hand and wearing a Chapeau on his head. (3 ¼” x 3 ¾”)
1944 WWII Army Propaganda Poster – “The more we produce, the quicker this
will end” US Army Official Poster. (40” x 28”) Poster has been creased and
areas are torn.
Civil War Soldier Photograph – written on back Lt. Murray Cross Co C. 87 th
PA . Soldier is holding a cavalry saber in uniform wearing a kepi. (2 ½” x 4”)
1942 Soviet Mosin Nagant 91/30 PU sniper scope with an attached mount.
(283 Rounds) Remington, Winchester, and Federal .40 S&W 165gr. and
180gr. fmj, mc, and hp ammunition.
(270 Rounds) Assorted .40 S&W 180gr. and a box of 155gr. fmj and jhp
ammunition.
Assorted Ammunition – (400 rounds) Federal .22 WMR 50gr, (50 rounds) .45
ACP 230gr. fmc, and (20 rounds) .30-06 Sprg. 150gr. pp.
Walnut and glass lift lid pistol display case. (24” x 18”)
1943 AFH US Springfield M1 bayonet and scabbard.
(10 Boxes) Loaded Federal 12ga. 19.5 red dot, Win. 209, 7 ½ shot shotgun
shells.
(2) Vintage partial cans of Dupont smokeless powder including (6 boxes)
mixed .22-250 Rem. fired brass. (9lbs. of smokeless powder in total)
Parker model Thunder Hawk crossbow package with an attached Red Hot
scope. Size 160# and string 33.25”/22”. Includes a quiver of bolts.
MEC Super Sizer SS77, 190 large magnum rifle and shotshell primers, full
and partial boxes of 12ga. shells, .22 lr, .22 lr shotshells, and .22 wmr.
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(6 Boxes) Winchester and Federal 20ga. 2 ¾” 7 ½ shot and 8 shot shotgun
shells.
(10 Boxes) Remington 12ga. 2 ¾” game loads, target loads, field loads, and
long range shotgun shells.
(3) Canvas tactical style long gun cases.
(6 Boxes) Western, Winchester, and Federal 20ga. 2 ¾” 7 ½, 8, and 9 shot
shotgun shells.
(10 Boxes) Widely assorted 12ga. shotgun shells in mostly 2 ¾”.
(2) Gun cases – Gun Guard hard sided long gun case including a wooden gun
case with felt covered interior.
(6 Boxes) Remington 12ga. 3 ½” high velocity magnum and premier magnum
shells including (2 Boxes) 20ga. 2 ¾” game loads.
Gun cleaning kits including an empty vintage Outer’s cleaning case- full and
mostly full kits.
Large grouping of loose 12ga. shotgun shells- mostly Remington Premier STS.
(14 Boxes) Mostly Remington 12ga. 2 ¾” and 3” buckshot and slugs.
Large grouping of loose 12ga. shotgun shells, 50 rounds are in a plastic Case
Guard cartridge box.
Modern WWII German prints, Pommel’s Panszers reference book, and an
album of reprinted Nazi era photographs.
German WWII M34 style helmet- overpainted in black, includes an inner liner
with an attached chin strap.
(2) Displays of military badges, pins, patches, buttons, including a 1943 Sicily
mens ring. Large eagle and shield shako plate, US and foreign memorabilia.
(5) Framed WWII era photographs – cruise of the USS Whitney Destroyer
Tender, US Navy Training Service School Command, Tanks 28th Div, Co.A 22
Bn, and a 1923 28th Tank Co. PA National Guard.
WWI Doughboy “My Soldier Boy” statue and picture frame, WWII US home
front banner, and (6) military sweetheart pillow shams.
Navy portrait and (4) framed prints of WWII battle scenes and WW1 aircraftgold framed portrait noted Navy Cook 3rd Class Doris “Dorie” Miller. First
Black American to receive the Navy Cross for Valor during the attack of Pearl
Harbor.
WWII German M42 style helmet overpainted in green with an inner liner and
chin strap.
Good assortment of Naval military uniform tops – WWII US Navy Crackerjack
jumper tops, (2) sailors cap, white uniform pullovers, and others.
WWII and WWI US and German military photographs – WWI Military Police
photo, assembled group of WWII German Nazi party photographs, and a US
Naval ship.
Grouping of US Army and Marine uniform apparel.
Framed National Wild Turkey Federation limited edition print, “Secret SpotWood Ducks” by James Hautman. 36 ½” x 27”
WWII German Luftschutz M38 gladiator style helmet- missing the frontage
decal. Includes the inner liner and chin strap. Helmet stamped RL2-40/2
Hochstpres Rmk8.
(2) Framed maps including a framed reprint of a 1933 banner initiation at
Luitpold Park 1933. Maps are of WWI National Guard military camps and of
the Frankreich (France).
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(4) Displays of military related memorabilia – Foreign currency, patches,
Masonic medal, postcards, stamps, theatre ticket, coinage, and others.
Box lot – Assorted military and firearm related references and histories- “The
28th Division in the World War”, “US Navy War Photographs”, “Adolf Hitler”
cigarette card album that is empty- includes a dust cover, and others.
Frankford Arsenal Reloading Equipment – Coaxial M-Press and a Quick-N-Ez
Case Tumbler.
(2) US Army style olive green wool trench coats, wool pullover, and a wool
blanket.
Framed reprinted military photographs – General Patton parade, poem by
Patton, WWI Field Artillery Sgt. William H. Mosteller, Charles Edward Lehe,
and a naval photograph.
Large grouping of military related prints and ephemera- binder full of assorted
WWII magazine clippings, currency, photos, and ephemera. (2) German Nazi
prints and reprinted photographs. Also an assembled grouping of newspaper
clippings and others.
Military headgear and leggings – Early R.H. Army officer’s visor cap, later
model Army cap, Turkish model cap with a tassel- Nazi pins are attached, and
military leggings.
(2) Displays of military related memorabilia- ration books, patches, cuff title
ribbon, stamps, and others.
Military related gear – M1 Carbine ammo can, gas masks, mess kit utensils,
creamer container, and others.
(2) Vintage Shakespeare fiberglass fly rods – Kwik Taper No. B-819 8’ 6” 2pc.
and a Howald No. 1289 7’ 3” 2pc. Each with an individual rod case.
(3) Vintage brass reels – Pennell Superba no.200 3 ¼” casting reel, Malloch’s
4” side cast reel, and an unmarked 2 ½” fly reel.
(2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – HCH or C no. 24 9’ 3pc. with an extra tip and a
South Bend no. 290 7 ½’ 2pc. with an extra tip. Each with an individual rod
case.
(8) Vintage fly reels – AF Meisselbach & Bro, The Brooker, Yale, Rochester
Reel, No. 270 Featherlight, Shakespeare Kazoo, and others.
(2) Vintage fly rods – Shakespeare Wonderod FY708 7’ 6” 2pc. and an H-I
Tonka Queen 7’ 9” 2pc. with an extra tip. Each with an individual rod case.
(9) Vintage fly reels – Pflueger Medalist, Takapart no. 480, UCO Steelhead
Spin Fly, Ajax, PK no. 101, Gayle Simplicity, and others.
(2) Vintage Uslan bamboo fly and spinning rods – Uslan 2pc. 7 ½’ fly rod and
an Uslan 2pc. Spencer Rod SP 7/4. Each with an individual rod case.
(5) Vintage casting reels – Pennell Superba, Ocean City Top-Sail, EP Mitchell
Philadelphia, Gulf, and King.
(2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – H-I Princess Lg. Trout Logo 7 ½’ 2pc. and a
Kingfisher 8 ½’ 3pc. with an extra tip. Each with an individual rod case.
(5) Vintage reels – Fibreglass Alvey salmon reel, Boyer Mfg. Winona no. 108 fly
reel, wooden and brass construct reels, and a Goite reel.
(2) Vintage Oneida Victor no. 4 double long spring leg traps.
(7) Vintage Oneida Victor no. 2 coil spring leg traps.
(385 Rounds) American Eagle and Speer .40 S&W 180gr. and 165gr. fmj and
tmj ammunition.
Daiwa Regal Series 5121 11ft. spinning rod with an attached 7000C spinning
reel.
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Lyman All-American 10x rifle scope, rifle sings with attached swivels, and
scope rings for a Remington 700/721.
(150 Rounds) .38 Special 158gr. lead round nose and wadcutter ammunition.
Assorted rifle and pistol magazines – Colt 1908 .25 Auto vest pocket mag, 30
round SKS mag, and (3) Lee Enfield mags.
(350 Rounds) American Eagle .40 S&W 155gr, 165gr, and 180gr. fmj
ammunition.
Assorted ammunition – (213 Rounds) Hornady .17HMR, mostly full box of CCI
.22 WMR, and a full box of .22 Mag. rf.
Various accessories – Weaver 2-10x38 CV10 rifle scope, Weaver scope rings,
revolver grips, holsters, and a Mossy Oak canvas long gun case.
Assorted ammunition – (40 rounds) .500 S&W 300gr. FTX and (86 rounds)
.44 Magnum 240gr.
Assorted ammunition – (82 rounds) .45 Auto 185gr. and 230gr, including (34
rounds) .30-30 Winchester 150gr. and 170gr.
(Approx. 390 rounds) Assorted .357 Magnum and .38 Special ammunition.
(268 rounds) Assorted .40 S&W 165gr. fmj and tmj ammunition.
Vintage collectible ammunition – (60 rounds) .303 Savage, (18 rounds) .35
Win, (20 rounds) .30-30 Win, and (12 rounds) mixed 7mm Mauser.
Modern and vintage ammunition, fired brass, collectible powder tins- mostly
empty, empty cartridge boxes, and partial can of military gun oil. (Dupont
5066 pistol powder is mostly full)
Large grouping of assorted vintage collectible shotgun shells – mostly in 12ga.
and includes several boxes of slugs. (Mostly full and partial boxes)
Various accessories – Lyman .45 Colt reloading dies, vintage Alcan shotgun
wads, empty shell box, spent hulls, leather saddle holster, and a soft long gun
case.
Full and mostly full boxes of .300 Win. Mag. and .222 Rem. fired brass
including a Umarex .177 cal. under lever pump bb air rifle.
Leather cartridge belt loaded with 25 rounds of .30-30 Win. including a
wooden flat of 12ga, 16ga, and 20ga. shells. (Full boxes)
(4) Binoculars with cases – Bushnell Powerview 10x42, Bushnell Sportview
7x35, Swift Triton 7x35, and a small pocket Trekker.
(80 Rounds) Remington and Winchester .30-06 Sprg. 180gr. ammunition
including a Remington 760 .30-06 rifle magazine.
Large grouping of lead sinkers, shot pouch, leather long gun case, and a
Cabela’s hard sided long gun case- key is included in the case.
US bayonet and fighting knife – 1984 Camillus NY fighting or trench knife and
sheath including a US Conetta M7 bayonet and scabbard.
(2) Walnut M1 Garand rifle stocks – one complete with the hand guard set.
(9) Vintage fixed blade hunting knives with sheaths – Schrade 1540T,
Imperial, Schrade-Walden, Olsen 270C, Case, Zak, Olsen, and Shackman.
Early Samurai sword with an oriental carved bone and brass hilt and
scabbard – tang shows some rust but appears unmarked. Sections to hilt and
scabbard are loose. (32” in total length)
(3) Foreign bayonets – British pattern 1907 Sanderson, Czech M95, and an
Australian Slaz 52.
Early Samurai short sword with an oriental carved bone hilt and scabbard.
Sections to scabbard are loose and cracked. (23 ½” in overall length)
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(3) Rifle scopes – (2) Leapers AccuShot 1.5-6x42 and 3-9x42 including a
Bushnell Banner. Leapers are in like new condition.
Large grouping of empty handgun boxes – at least two with matching
accessories inside. S&W revolver grips, NA Arms belt buckle, holster, grip,
possibly others.
(2) Boot daggers and sheaths – Gerber Ser# 05698 dagger and a Sheffield
England command dagger.
(2) Boxes – Various accessories, includes a German surgical brace and bit set,
firearm related references, PA hunting and trapping digests, plastic shotshell
cartridge box, and others.
(2) Early Samurai daggers with oriental carved bone hilt and scabbards – 9 ½”
and 11” in overall length.
Walnut mauser rifle stock- like new condition.
(4) Early fighting knives with sheaths – USN mark 1 RH35, Kabar,
Cattaraugus 2250, and one unmarked.
Assorted ammunition – (37 rounds) .244 Rem, (20 rounds) .221 Rem, (20
rounds) .300 Sav, (15 rounds) .17 Rem, and (18 rounds) .25-20 Win.
(2) Early cane swords with wooden, brass, and carved bone shafts, grips, and
pommels. Unmarked and are 23” and 36” in overall length.
(3) Foreign bayonets and scabbards – German M1895/05 WeyersbergKirschaum, unmarked K98 mauser, and an English No.4 spike.
Winchester model 70 .30-06 Springfield classic stainless 23” rifle barrel- has
been used, bore will clean to good.
Early souvenir knives and tribal style weapons- Commonwealth of the
Philippines bolo, carved horn souvenir of Manila P.I, tribal tomahawk with a
detailed blade and carved handle, remaining or unmarked.
(2) Boxes – Large grouping of assorted holsters, handgun cases, few cartridge
pouches, belts, and others.
(5) Vintage fixed blade hunting knives with sheaths – West-Cut, Schrade 498,
Schrade-Walden bowie hunter, Schade-Walden 147 Craftsman, and a
Marbles.
Mostly scoping related accessories – Leupold, Weaver, and Tasco scope rings,
Leupold scope cloth, Bushnell 10x25 binoculars, S&W model 100 handcuffs,
gun locks, and others.
Early wooden hand crafted straight razor box with swivel lock lid etched 1869
Rabi Emlek on the side- box contains 4 straight razors.
Good assortment of (5) rifle stocks – US 1903 A3 scant stock, (2) Remington
model 513T stocks- one stamped SAR, mauser stock, and synthetic mauser
98 stock.
(4) Sheath Knives – Buck 120V hunting knife, Buck 470 tactical with a
flashlight, Jet-Aer Corp G96 no. 920 hunting knife, and an SRK tactical knife.
(2) Trays – Good assortment of collectible belt buckles and game calls by
Faulks, PS Olt, Big River, Roger Latham, and others.
Hi-Lux Leatherwood SPG 4-16X44 side focus professional mil-dot BDC reticle
rifle scope in its original box.
Early brass hilted sword with an iron blade stamped Potzdam including
decorated brass shield marked 32/2 on the inner shell.
Springfield USGI model 1903 barrel stamped RA 9-43.
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Good assortment of folding knives and daggers – Rigid RG26 dagger, Western
W77 dagger, Camillus and Buck folding knives, Gerber fisherman, Gerber bolt
action, Gerber international, and (2) Gerber ATS-34’s.
Early pre-colonial Filipino style kalis with a wooden scabbard – partially
wrapped wired grip with ornately brass bands surrounding a bone type
pommel. Carved wooden scabbard with an etched brass band. Early forged
blade measuring 20” in length. Overall length of 26”.
(3) Early socket bayonets – 21” marked US, 25” British Martini Henry
stamped WD E62 with a crown, and the other 13 ½” is unmarked.
Assorted scoping related accessories – rifle scopes by Bushnell 4x Scopechief
II, Mossberg M4D 4x, M33 no. 122 telescope, M38 A2 telescope, Aimpoint
Mark III, Mossberg no.4 sights, other sight and sight parts.
Grouping of assorted folding knives, includes a Coleman multi-tool, straight
razor, and a throwing dagger. Knives by Rigid, Camillus, Utica, and others.
Modern and vintage.
(4) Early tribal style knives and daggers- ornately carved and detailed leather
wrapped and tin scabbards. Several knives with carved bone and horn
handles. All in various sizes.
Good grouping of sporting and military stock parts – butt stocks, forearms,
and hand guard sets.
(4) Tactical sheath knives including a throwing knife – Buck 639A, United
UC460, EK commemorative commando 1941 WWII Vietnam and Korea,
Frosts, and an unmarked throwing knife.
Various accessories – Vintage Lyman cutts comp parts for 12ga. shotguns,
Browning over and under shotgun booklet, wildlife posters, shotgun cleaning
rods, wads, trigger assembly, and others.
Good assortment of early knives, daggers, 1940 Collins no. 1250 machete,
billy club, hobo folding utility knife, Schrade folding knife, and a SheldonWells tomahawk.
(12) Easton Full Metal Jacket arrows with omni nocks, 22” in length. Includes
a hard sided arrow case.
(12) Ten Point Pro Elite 20” arrows including (3) Lumenok The Lumen 20”
arrows. All in a hard sided arrow case.
(8) Easton Full Metal Jacket arrows with omni nocks, 22” in length. Includes
a hard sided arrow case.
(10) Scorpyd Spynal Tapp custom arrows, 22” in length. (8) Include fire nocks.
All in a hard sided arrow case.
(12) Ten Point Pro-V22 22” arrows with omni nocks. Includes a hard sided
bow case.
(14) Ten Point Pro Elite 20” arrows with omni nocks. Includes a hard sided
bow case.
(300 Rounds) Federal and Winchester 9mm Luger 95gr. and 115gr. jsp, jhp,
and silvertip hp ammunition.
New and fired brass – (100) New Remington .22-250 Rem. brass, (100) once
fired .458 Win brass, and (100) fired .30-30 Win. brass.
(60 Rounds) 8mm Mauser (8x57) ammunition with clips in a bandolier.
(2) Boxes – Assorted firearm and safari related references and magazines.
Several fancy bound references on “The Kentucky Rifle”, “The Rifle in
America”, and “The American Shotgun”.
Box lot – Large grouping of deer hunting scents and fishing supplies.
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Mossberg model 930 12ga. 18 ½” cylinder bore barrel for 2 ¾” and 3” shells.
Assorted tools – Starrett 449 micrometer depth gauge, Federal dial
testmaster, Indi-Cal internal groove gage, and a radius gage set.
Assorted tools – Brownells screw kit, fillister head screw assortment, shotgun
sight assortment, AR15 hammer drop blocks, flat hole gages, screw
extractors, drill bits, and others.
Assorted tools including Colt .45 1911 wood grips- German made Helios
Micrometer, steel letter stamps, steel number stamps, top dead center gage,
and a General no. 230 feeler gage.
Reloading supplies and snap caps – die sets for .22-250 Rem, .30-06 pocket
swage, snap caps for .45 auto, .38 spec. and .44 Mag, AR15 dry fire device,
training cartridges, Lube-A-Matic reloading tool, shooting gloves, and others.
Large grouping of gunsmith tools, trigger tools, 1911 parts, M1 Garand
springs, Ruger 10/22 tune up pac, sight parts, bushing kit, and others.
Assorted tools, cartridges, and knife sheaths – Cratex abrasives, glenair strap
wrench, files and punches, inspect-a-light, disconnect plugs, flat wrench tool,
feeler gages, and drill bits.
(300 Rounds) Wolf and Russian 9mm Makarov 95gr. fmj and hp ammunition.
Ammunition in 7.62x25 Tokarev, 6.5 Swedish, and 7.62x54- (100 rounds)
7.62x25, (40 rounds) 6.5, and (approx. 80 rounds) 7.62x54.
Ammunition in ,45 Auto, .32 Auto, and .32 H&R Mag- (50 rounds) .45 Auto
230gr, (50 rounds) .32 Auto 71gr, and (40 rounds) .32 H&R Mag. 95gr.
(186 Rounds) 9mm Luger hollow point and fmj ammunition in plastic
cartridge boxes.
Ammunition in 8mm Mauser, .30-40 Krag, 7.5x55 Swiss, and 12ga. shells(40 rounds) 8mm Mauser sp, (20 rounds) .30-40 180gr sp, (20 rounds) 7.5x55
174gr, and loose 12ga. shells.
Military ammo can containing (500 rounds) .30-06 150gr. fmj ammunition.
(1000) M-80 .308 cal. 147gr. fmj reloading bullets.
Military ammo can containing (500 rounds) .30-06 150gr. fmj ammunition.
(275 Rounds) Loose 9mm Luger 124gr. lead round nose ammunition.
Military ammo can containing (345 rounds) .303 British fmj ammunition.
(300 Rounds) Loose .357 Magnum 150gr. hollow point ammunition.
Military ammo can containing (2000) .308 cal. 147gr. fmj reloading bullets.
2 Trays – (Approx. 500 rounds) Mixed .38 Special ammunition.
Military ammo can containing (600 rounds) .223 55gr. fmj ammunition.
(600 Rounds) Loose .38 Special +P 150gr. jhp ammunition.
Military ammo can containing (400 rounds) 8mm Lebel ammunition.
(1000) Sierra 7mm (.284) 168gr. match reloading bullets.
Military ammo can containing (400 rounds) Egyptian 8x57 (8mm Mauser)
ammunition.
(350 Rounds) Loose .303 British 180gr. soft point ammunition.
Military ammo can containing (600 rounds) .223 55gr. fmj ammunition.
(Approx. 650) 6mm (.243) reloading bullets- mostly Sierra 107gr. match.
Military ammo can containing (600 rounds) 5.56mm 62gr. SS-109
ammunition.
(500 Rounds) Mixed .45 Auto plated and fmj ammunition in Olin cartridge
boxes.
(1000) M-80 .308 cal. 147gr. fmj reloading bullets.
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Large grouping of brass – bag of (400) primed .30-06 brass including (2)
military ammo cans containing widely assorted fired brass. Full, mostly full,
and partial boxes.
(1000) 7mm (.284 cal.) 139gr. fmj reloading bullets.
(104 Rounds) .30-06 AP cartridges with Garand clips in a wooden
ammunition crate.
(1000 Rounds) Winchester T22 .22 long rifle ammunition.
(130 Rounds) 8mm Mauser ammunition in a wooden ammunition crate- PPU,
Russian ball, and Portuguese.
(110 Rounds) Loose .303 British 150gr. fmj and sp ammunition.
(2) Vintage Montague bamboo fly rods – Montague Manitou 8 ½’ 3pc. with an
extra tip and a Montague Rapidan 9’ 3pc. with an extra tip. Each includes an
individual rod case.
(5) Vintage casting reels – Penn no. 85, Kingfisher (cracked), Immec 11-P,
Pfueger 2048, and an Ocean City 186.
(2) Vintage fly rods – Edwards Quadrate marked “Webber Quadkraft” 9’ 3pc.
with an extra tip and a W-M Granger Victory 8’ 3pc with an extra tip. Each
includes an individual rod case.
(11) Modern and vintage spinning reels by Okuma, Daiwa, Shakespeare,
(2) Vintage Montague bamboo fly rods – Montague Splitswitch combination
3pc. fly and 2pc. casting and a Montague Redwing 8 ½’ 3pc. with an extra tip.
Each includes an individual rod case.
Vintage fly reels with extra spools included- (2) Champion Sports Equipment
fly champ reels, Stuart Norwalk Conn. reel, Nikko model GN reel, South Bend
no. 1195, and extra spools.
(2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – Heddon #8 3pc. 8’ fly rod with an extra tip and a
South Bend #59 9’ 3pc. with an extra tip. Each includes individual rod cases.
(10) Vintage casting reels – South Bend no. 450B, Shakespeare GJ Imperial,
Pflueger Supreme, Ocean City EZ 2part, Takeapart 481, Simmons Special,
A.F. Meisselbach, Meisselbach target reel, and others.
(2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – Ike Walton 8 ½’ 3pc. with an extra tip and an
unmarked rod 7 ½’ 3pc. with an extra tip. Each includes an individual rod
case.
Assorted fishing related accessories – Vintage spinning reels, extra spools, soft
reel cases, collapsible rods, and guides.
(2) Vintage bamboo fly rods – Montague Lake Pleasant 8 ½’ 3pc. including a
Jay Harvey 8 ½’ 3pc. Each includes an individual rod case.
Assorted ammunition – (160 rounds) .223 Rem, (partial boxes) mixed .22 cal,
and (40 rounds) 7.62x51 ball.
Assorted ammunition including some fired brass – (63 rounds) .45 Auto, (56
rounds) .32 Auto, (7 rounds) mixed 9mm Luger, .357 brass, .44 shotshells,
and others.
Various accessories – cleaning supplies, paper and steel targets, Ruger gun
case, handcuffs, revolver grips, ear muffs, bullet puller, lens caps, and others.
Assorted ammunition including some fired brass – (44 rounds) .243 Win, (3
rounds) .30-06 Sprg, (6 rounds) .270 Win, (23 rounds) .22-250 Rem, and
misc. cartridges.
Shotgun ammunition – full and partial boxes of Winchester 20ga. shotgun
shells, mostly full box of 12ga, and misc. loose 16ga, and 20ga. shells.
Military ammo can containing (150 rounds) .30-06 ball ammunition.
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Smith & Wesson model 79G .177 cal. target air pistol in a hard sided
handgun case.
Daisy model 93 Powerline bb air pistol, includes a holster, Copperhead bb’s,
CO2 powerlets, and cable ties.
(2) Trays – Various fishing related lures, bait, and tackle.
Remington model 513T rifle stock, military uniform tops, and a metal
Christmas tree stand.
(2) Trays – Large grouping of fishing bait, dreamcatcher bucktails, and lures.
Ammunition and a cartridge belt – (50 rounds) .56-50 lead round nose
including a cartridge belt loaded with (25 rounds) .45-60 WCF lead flat nose
cartridges. Lot includes an oiler and gun lock.
Ammunition and fired brass in .270 Win. and .243 Win. – (140 rounds) loaded
.270 and (25 rounds) loaded .243.
Assorted ammunition – (150 rounds) .44 Russian lead flat nose, (50 rounds)
8.15x46R lead, and (50 rounds) 7.5 Swedish Nagant.
Large grouping of fishing related tackle – lures, spinners, sinkers, small Plano
tackle box, and misc. supplies.
Assorted ammunition – (20 rounds) .30-40 Krag, (15 rounds) 7.62x54R, (10
rounds) 11.7x56R, (45 rounds) .30-06, and (approx. 150 rounds) .44 Russian.
Ammunition and a cartridge belt – (50 rounds) .577/450 M-H 500gr.
cartridges including a cartridge belt loaded with (21 rounds) .50-70 Gov’t lead
flat nose cartridges.
Assorted ammunition – (20 rounds) .43 Spanish, (25 rounds) .25-55 Win, (46
rounds) 8x57 Mauser, (29 rounds) .303 British, (25 rounds) 8x52R, (20
rounds) 11.7x56R, (20 rounds) .30-06, and others including some fired brass.
(2) Tackle boxes with contents – mostly full of various lures, bait, leaders,
hooks, folding knife, and misc. supplies.
Large grouping of assorted ammunition – (500+ rounds) 5.56mm fmj and
(400+ rounds) .45 Auto semi wadcutter.
Assorted ammunition and brass – (300 rounds) .38 special semi wadcutter,
(20 rounds) .338 Win. Mag, (31 rounds) .300 Savage, primed .22 hornet, and
others.
Large grouping of various accessories – leather holster, swivels and studs,
scope rings, gun vice, military ammo can, revolver grips, muzzle loading
supplies, choke tubes, and others.
Assorted ammunition, blank cartridges, fired brass, and lead bullets- .30
carbine ammo, .45 Colt lead semi wadcutter and round nose, 5.56 ammo and
blanks, .30-06 blanks, and lead bullets.
Assorted ammunition – (78 rounds) .45 Auto, (20 rounds) .338 Win Mag, (100
rounds) .38 Special, (20 rounds) 7mm Mauser, (10 rounds) .32 Spl, loose .30
Carbine, and others.
(2) Trays – Partial boxes of pistol and rifle primers including a flat of revolver
grips, leather holster, and belt.
Primed brass, blanks, ammunition, and .45 Colt die set- Mostly primed brass
in .30-06, 7mm Mauser brass, .308 blanks, (20 rounds) .30-06 Sprg, (18
rounds) .303 Brit, grouping of loose 9mm Luger, and others.
Ammunition, fired brass, and a .223 die set – (100 rounds) mixed .38 Special,
5.56mm ammo, bag of .22 Hornet sp ammo, (3 rounds) .338 Win. Mag, misc.
fired brass, and some ear plugs.
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Military ammo can filled with mixed 5.56mm fmj ammunition. Approx. 800
rounds.
Large grouping of widely assorted fired brass in .30-06, .223, .308, .30
carbine, .22-250 Rem, .44 Mag, and others.
Marksman model 1752 .177 cal. air rifle- includes a soft long gun case.
Sheridan model Blue Streak 5mm air rifle- includes pellets and a soft long
gun case.
Case and Buck fixed blade and folding knives – Case skinning knife with a
sheath including a Case 4137 SS folding knife w/ box, and a Buck Bantam
BHW folding knife w/ box.
Vintage collectible .22 long, wrf, and short ammunition- full, mostly full, and
partial boxes. Does include one empty box.
(6 Boxes) Vintage collectible Remington .351 Self-Loading 180gr. sp
ammunition.
Vintage collectible Western, Remington, and other .22 long and short
ammunition- full or mostly full boxes.
Good assortment of loose early collectible cartridges.
Vintage collectible .22 wrf, long, and short ammunition – 40+ boxes full or
mostly full.
Vintage reloading crimpers and other hand tools, collectible wads, leather
shot flasks, Winchester gun grease, including early Savage 12ga, shotgun
shells.
Vintage Benjamin model 137 .177 cal. air pistol with bakelite marbled grips.
Large grouping of vintage collectible .22 cal. ammunition in wrf, long, and
short. 40+ boxes full or mostly full, and one empty.
Assortment of vintage collectible brass and paper 12ga. shotgun shells.
Large grouping of vintage collectible .22 long rifle ammunition. 40+ boxes all
appearing to be full.
Good assortment of loose early collectible cartridges.
Large grouping of vintage collectible .22 Win Auto, long, and short
ammunition. 40+ boxes full or mostly full.
Good assortment of collectible cartridges, ammo boxes, reloading bullets, and
fired brass- .405 Win, .44 Colt, .30-06 Sprg, .38 S&W, and others.
(3) Vintage Case sheath knives – W.R. Case & Sons, Case stag handled
hunting knife, and a small Case XX mini finn 69. All with sheaths.
(4) Smith & Wesson fixed blade sheath knives, folding knife, and combat
knife- S&W 7966, S&W stainless with a rubber grip handle, S&W S.W.A.T,
and a S&W Power Glide II.
(2) Box lots – Modern firearm product catalogs, framed prints, and reference
books.
(3) Remington bullet folding knives with their original boxes and paperworkR1173, R-1273B, and an R2253.
Marbles bowie knife and sheath- large size measuring 15 ½” in overall length,
includes a sheath.
(3) Winchester modern and vintage wooden small arms ammunition boxes –
(2) vintage shotshell open boxes including a modern lift lid shotshell chest.
(3) Buck knives – Buck 119 fixed blade hunting knife with sheath. Buck 122
fixed blade fillet knife with sheath. Buck 503A folding knife with its original
box.
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(4) Winchester cartridge series folding knives with Winchester boxes –
Winchester .45-70 blade is starting to rust, Winchester .22 Hornet is rusted
through with a cracked grip.
Modern die cast Winchester trucks and airplanes – Ford F-100, International
R190, and (2) Gear Box Collectible airplanes. One vehicles side mirrors is
bent.
Marbles combination axe and hunting knife in a combo sheath- Marbles belt
axe no. 171 and an MR171 hunting knife. Axe head shows an area of rust.
(4) Case folding knives – Case XX 6246R, Case XX 61953 ½ L, Case XX
62131, and a Case XX V5254 HB.
(4) Kabar fixed blade and folding knives – Kabar 1209 fighting knife and
sheath, Kabar Union Cutlery hunting knife, Kabar 1128 folding knife, and a
Kabar 2721 folding knife.
(6) Winchester fixed blade sheath knives – W40 14003, 670 ’90, W40 14004,
W40 14003, and the remaining two hunting knives are not numbered.
Vintage Stanley Aladdin’s thermoses, vintage Winchester flashlight,
Winchester mat, including modern Winchester and other firearm related caps.
Combat trench knives and bayonet – US M7 Imperial bayonet with a
scabbard, modern Combat Ready M1918 trench knife with a scabbard, and a
Fantasy Master trench knife.
(4) Remington folding bullet knives with their original boxes and paperworkRB-1242, R1303, R1123L, and a R293B.
(4) Vintage fixed blade hunting knives, two with sheaths – Western S-666,
Western L40, Schrade 152 Old Timer with sheath, and a Schrade-Walden
150T Old Timer with sheath.
(12) Assorted vintage and modern Winchester folding knives. One cartridge
series knife, two brass commemorative knives, and others.
Modern pair of iron spurs, Mexican leather whip, and (2) leather engraved
cartridge belts with one attached holster.
(4) Buck fixed blade and folding knives including an extra unmatching
sheath- Buck 103, Buck 118, Buck 111, and a Buck 422.
Assortment of Colt sheath knives, combat knife, throwing knives, and a
throwing axe- Colt CT5 fixed blade hunting knife with sheath, Colt CT17 fixed
blade hunting knife with sheath, Colt CT41 Combat Commander, Colt
CT0115 throwing knife set with sheath, and a Colt El Salvador throwing axe
with an axe head sheath.
(4) Remington folding bullet knives most with their original boxes and
paperwork- R1173L, R50013 not in original box, R4466, and an R1613.
Winchester bowie knives, commemorative knives, and a deluxe fisherman’s
set- bowie knife and sheath, bowie W40 14030 with sheath, Winchester model
70 limited edition set, and a fisherman’s set.
(4) Winchester commemorative die cast truck like new in their original boxes –
Winchester 1895 set with a folding knife, Ranger shotgun shells, Silvertip,
and a Peterbilt 379 bank.
Marbles MR311 skinning tool including an un numbered Marbles folding
knife.
(6) Case folding knives and fixed blade hunting knife- 1992 Finn SS, 6165,
3318 SHSP, 31048CV, 6269, and 059L.
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Assortment of throwing knives, daggers, folding trench knife, Winchester
camper’s knife, and others. Includes in the lot an Anton Wingen Jr. German
dagger and scabbard.
(3) Vintage Western hand traps, vintage paper crow targets, leather rifle sling,
and a 1946 PA resident fishing license pin and paperwork. (One hand trap in
its original box.)
(6) Modern Winchester limited edition and commemorative knife sets – (2)
2004, (2) 2005, Winchester Repeating Arms, and Oliver Winchester. (17
knives in total)
(3) Remington folding bullet knives in their original boxes with paperworkR1373, RB473, and Riders of the Silver Screen.
(5) Browning and Puma folding knives, fixed blade knife, and ninja starsPuma Python 103/RC fixed blade knife and sheath, Browning 645 folding
knife and sheath, Browning 503 folding hunter, unmarked Browning folding
knife, and a Browning ninja set with (3) stars.
Assembled grouping of modern Winchester collectibles – Franklin Mint pocket
watch and stand, wooden trucks, mugs, tins, calendar, time clock, golf towel,
Avon, and others.
(3) Colt folding and fixed blade knives including a Franklin Mint, Colonial,
and US Colt knives – Colt CT59, CT0121, CT36. (6 knives in total)
(4) Remington folding and fixed blade knives – Remington orange grip hunter
with a sheath, R295T bullet knife, R2 folding knife, and an R3843 folding
knife.
(6) Winchester and Browning fixed blade and folding knives- Browning model
2718F2, Winchester W15 3908, W22 14217, W15 1036 ½ GS, 950 ’96, and a
970 ’96.
Winchester related collectibles, reference books, wall clock, thermos, .22
resetting target, glasses, catalogs, flash light, truck, and others.
(5) Remington sheath knives, dagger, and folding knife- Remington RH-29,
RH-32 with sheath, RH-51 with sheath, modern Remington dagger, and
vintage folding knife.
(13) Vintage folding knives – Craftsman, Girl Scouts, Cub Scouts, Rough
Rider, Schrade, Lash LaRue’s, Lone Ranger, Gene Autry, and mother-ofpearls.
(12) Winchester folding knives – includes a lockback knife and flask set,
WR27005 folding knife, pocket saw, and others in stainless steel.
Assortment of collectible sporting related belt buckles, watches, fobs, pins,
and knives.
Assortment of fixed blade hunting knives, folding knives, and straight razorsFrost coon skinner, Damascus steel dagger and stag handled folding knife,
John Wayne “The Duke” folding knife, and others.
Various sporting goods and collectibles – Bushnell Sportsman 10x42
binoculars, turkey feather print, Colt mugs, throwing axe, gun locks, and
others.
Large grouping of widely assorted folding knives and dagger, including a
Winchester letter opener. Dagger is by Timber Wolf. Other knives by Frost
Cutlery, Tree Brand, Colonial, Franklin Mint, and others.
Vintage Winchester collectibles – Winchester No. 10 trainer roller skates, (4)
flashlights, framing square, air rifle shot, and a model 12 pin.
(257 Rounds) Loose .357 Magnum 158gr. and 200gr. fmj ammunition.
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(Bag of 500) Sierra .277 150gr. soft point reloading bullets.
Military ammo can containing (450 rounds) loose .30-06 tracer cartridges.
(240 Rounds) Loose .270 Winchester 130gr. soft point ammunition.
Military ammo can containing (600 rounds) loose 5.56 62gr. SS-109
cartridges.
(Bag of 1500) Fired .45 ACP brass.
Military ammo can containing (600 rounds) loose .223 52gr. tracer cartridges.
(450 Rounds) Winchester .22 Magnum 30gr. jhp ammunition.
Military ammo can containing (500 rounds) ..30-06 150gr. fmj cartridges.
(Bag of 1500) Fired .45 ACP brass.
Military ammo can containing (600 rounds) 5.56 62gr. SS-109 cartridges.
(Bag of 1000) Sierra 6mm or .243 107gr. BT Match reloading bullets.
Military ammo can containing (290 rounds) loose .30-06 140gr. fmj
cartridges.
(345 Rounds) 7mm Mauser or 7x57 non-corrosive ammunition from 1971.
Military ammo can containing (500 rounds) loose and linked .308 cartridges.
(100 rounds are linked)
(Box of 1000) Fired .308 Win. commercial brass.
Military ammo can containing (215 rounds) .303 British 100gr. soft point
cartridges.
Assorted ammunition – (200 rounds) loose 9mm Luger 115gr. fmj and (150
rounds) 5.56 62gr. SS-109.
Military ammo can containing (500 rounds) loose .30-06 150gr. fmj
cartridges.
(Bag of 1000) Sierra 6mm or .243 107gr. BT Match reloading bullets.
(350 Rounds) Mixed .45 Auto lead round nose, semi wadcutter, and fmj
ammunition in Olin boxes.
(2) Trays – Stock parts, Weaver mount bases, and gun parts- Vltor enhanced
modular stock for an AR-15, pistol grip, Winchester butt stock is chipped,
and others.
(3) Boxes – Military apparel, cleaning rod, German shot glasses, VHS tape,
and a box of widely assorted sporting goods including Daisy sight adapters,
12ga. slugs, hand warmers, patches, and others.
(9) Pistol magazines, front and rear sights in a hard sided handgun casemostly for a model 1911, 5 of which are marked Colt .45 Auto on base of
magazine. Does also include a Glock 17 9mm Mag.
(2) Military ammo cans partially full of both .223 Rem. and .40 S&W fired
brass.
Large grouping of assorted .44 cal. fired brass- .44 S&W Special and .44
Remington Magnum.
Hornady 7mm Mauser reloading die set including 140 fired 7mm Mauser
brass.
Ammunition, fired brass, and a reloading die set in 6.5mm Swedish Mauser78 rounds including 122 fired brass.
Various accessories – Remington and Marlin gun boxes, grouping of wooden
broadhead arrows, boot supplies, back pack, canvas rifle scabbard, and
others.
Mostly reloading related tools and supplies – MEC 12ga. reloading press,
Lyman powder scale, bullet puller, 20ga. wads, gun cleaning rods, and others.
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Various accessories – Bushnell 20-60x60mm spotting scope with a tripod,
leather soft case for a black powder long rifle, license holders, heat seat, knife
sharpener, water bottle, clay target thrower, and others.
WWII Sklar brass flare pistol marked PT 3-44 1193 Los Angeles California.
(4) Hard sided long gun cases – Gun Guard, Dosko Sport, and Olympic Arms.
Crest model 690HT Tru-Sweep Ultrasonic Cleaner.
Large grouping of references on gun values and firearm assembly, including
Rock Island catalogs, and empty handgun boxes.
Military ammo can filled with assorted ammunition – (50 rounds) 7.65
Browning, (49 rounds) 6.35 Browning, (90 rounds) .45 Auto, (40 rounds) .380
Auto, (50 rounds) .38 Special, (50 rounds) .30 Carbine, and others.
(6) Leather and canvas long gun cases.
Large grouping of small tactical style folding knives by Frost Cutlery,
TacForce, Reservists, and others.
Large grouping of Otis military issue buttstock gun cleaning system for the
5.56 (M4, M16, M249, and Mod 46)
Tactical long gun case, several long gun sleeves, handgun cases, and empty
handgun boxes.
Gunsmithing hand tools, gun cleaning kit, holsters, speed loader cases, and a
rifle sling. (S&W 1012 screwdriver bit set, tap and die set, and a Brookstone
tool set)
Military ammo can containing (135 rounds) 7.62x51 linked ammunition.
Field Sport red/green reflex sight, Baby Browning pistol slide, pistol
magazines for a Berretta, Walther P38, AMT, and Ruger .22LR, and pistolberth brackets for handguns.
Storage accessories for your handguns- Hard sided cases in both wood and
plastic including (3) rubber coated racks.
Assortment of handgun grips, trigger locks, and reproduction tin signs. Grips
for a Kimber 1911, S&W 681, S&W 66, Dan Wesson, Colt, mother-of-pear
grips, and others.
(3) Civil war era photographs in both tintype and ambrotype- Wife and
husband in uniform wearing a kepi holding hands (ambrotype), soldier in
uniform (tintype), and a grouping of (4) men, one seated holding a Cavalry
saber. Tintypes are flaking and show picture loss to the image)
WWI German Infantry Officer’s sword and scabbard- brass hand guard and
pommel with a wire wrapped leather grip. The blade is etched and the sword
has an overall length of 40”.
Large grouping of mostly .38 Special and some .357 Magnum ammunition(300+ rounds)
(2) French model 1874 gras rifle bayonets and scabbards- 25 inches in total
length.
WWII era personal snapshot photos in a Berlin album- album includes names
and hometown information on several soldiers pictured. (Extra photos
included)
Large grouping of .22 long rifle and .22 magnum ammunition- full or mostly
full Remington and Winchester boxes.
(2) Late 19th century US non-commissioned officer’s style swords and
scabbards- one blade stamped Germany. Brass guard and pommel with a
wooden twist grip. Other has an etched US blade with a wire wrapped leather
grip.
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(4) Tintype and ambrotype civilian photographs – (2) Ambrotype portraits with
detached embossed leather cases including (2) loose tintype duos.
Large grouping of saboted bullets, air gun and slingshot supplies – steel ¼”
shot, CO2 powerlets, 4.5mm steel bb’s, .50/50 pellets, .177 cal. pellets, and
others.
Small WWII German personal snapshot photo album including a German Nazi
and good standing order badges.
Assorted ammunition including a metal military ammo can containing (2) M1
Carbine magazines, .45 cal. 1911 pistol mag, and a Ruger 10/22 Mag. Partial
boxes of .41 Rem. Mag, .45 Auto, 9mm Luger, .32 S&W Long, and others.
(2) Swords – 19th Century Masonic Patriarch’s Militant sword and scabbard by
Jacob Gminder. Also an unmarked officer’s style sword and scabbard . (33”
and 31” in length)
WWII German cigarette card album “Die Reichswehr”- mostly complete. Also
included is a reproduction officer’s visor cap.
(2) Mauser rifle stocks including a Daisy mod. 760 Pumpmaster .177 cal. air
rifle.
(10) German wartime literature- all books are printed in German.
(2) Swords and a French bayonet – French Chassepot M1866 style sword
bayonet and scabbard including a saber marked made in India and an iron
longsword with a tool work handguard and pommel.
Ammunition, fired brass, holsters, pouches, and gun cleaning supplies –
Shotgun ammunition in 12ga target loads and buckshot, 20ga, and .410ga.
(Mostly full boxes excluding the 12ga. magnum shells)
Shotgun ammunition – Full and mostly full boxes of assorted 12ga. and
.410ga. shells. (Several shells are corroded and boxes contain mixed
cartridges)
Large grouping of assorted ammunition and fired brass in .308 Win, .270
Win, .22 Hornet, .300 Savage (some corroded cartridges), and others.
(400 Rounds) Mixed .44 Remington Magnum lead semi-wadcutter and hollow
point ammunition.
(400+ Rounds) Mixed .38 Special wadcutter, semi-wadcutter, and round nose
ammunition. (Several cartridges are corroded)
Assorted ammunition- Full bag of loose 10mm Auto 175gr. semi wadcutter
cartridges including some in .45 Colt lead (primed and fired brass included),
.45 Auto (most cartridges are corroded), and others.
(Approx. 400 rounds) Mixed .44 Remington Magnum lead semi-wadcutter
ammunition.
(4) Hard sided long gun cases- Gun Guard, Dosko Sport, and others.
(11) Sets of revolver grips for Smith & Wesson’s and Colts.
(2) Large boxes full of empty cardboard handgun boxes- labels included to
mark specifications.
Large grouping of assorted pistol and revolver grips- many for a model 1911
and includes bags of grip screws.
Large grouping of handgun cases- several large size cases for multiple guns,
S&W case, and individual soft cases.
(13) Sets of assorted Smith & Wesson revolver grips.
Large grouping of military gear and apparel- hammock accessories, garment
bags, tactical cartridge or grenade pouches, backpack, size 14 boot covers,
and others.
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(11) Sets of assorted Smith & Wesson and Colt revolver and pistol grips.
Good assortment of firearm related references, catalogs, and other ephemera“Colt Engraving” by R.L. Wilson, “Colt and its Collectors”, “The Engraving
Book Vol. I and II”, Brownells catalog, and others.
(8) Sets of assorted Smith & Wesson, Dan Wesson, and Colt revolver grips.
Walnut wood Smith & Wesson presentation handgun case including a
grouping of gun locks. Case has a green velvet wrapped interior.
Assorted sporting goods – loose cartridges in .45 Long Colt, .32 Colt, .41 Rem.
Mag, .44-40 Win, .300 Sav, .32 Win. Spl, rifle slings, patches, and others.
(9) Canvas long gun cases and sleeves- modern Remington, Allen, and others.
Large grouping of military related gear- canteen pouches, canteens, magazine
or grenade pouches, rain gear, mess kits, and others.
(2) US Navy officer’s visor caps, US Army officer’s visor cap, and a garrison
cap.
(9) Modern spinning and casting rods with attached reels.
(3) Air pistols – Daisy Powerline 717 .177cal. pump pellet pistol w/ original
box, Crosman model 130 .22cal. air pistol, and a Marksman Repeater .177
cal. air pistol.
(14 Boxes) Mixed 12ga. and 20ga. shotgun shells- all mostly full 12ga. boxes
except for 1 partial 12ga. and 2 partial 20ga.
(12) Vintage cap pistols – many Hubleys, Zip, Tex, Pal, Dick, Star, and others.
(2) Boxes – Assorted sporting goods including a quiver of arrows, binoculars,
vintage Western and Remington clay target throwers, gun cleaning supplies,
and a wooden chest full of fishing related tackle and supplies.
(10) Vintage cap pistols, several include holsters, and one with its original
product display- several missing parts and in as-is condition. Hubley, Tex,
Chief, Cowhand, Marshall, and others.
Ammunition in .270 Weatherby Mag, .45 Colt, .32 Win. Spl, .308 Win, .30-06
Sprg, and .30-30 Win.
(5) Vintage air rifles and toy guns – Winchester model 425 .22 cal, Chinese air
rifle, Daisy model 960 Trail Boss (rust spots), Daisy model 76 toy (well used),
and a Marx double barrel pop gun with its original box.
Large grouping of ammunition and fired brass in .22 long rifle, .30-30 Win,
.243 Win, .32 S&W, mixed shotshells, .30-06 Sprg, and others.
(7) Vintage cap pistols, unmarked but most likely Hubley- Cowboy, Gene
Autry, Buffalo Bill, Texan Jr, Texan, Western, and Bang-O. All show wear,
some with scattered rust and broken grips.
Large grouping of assorted shotgun ammunition in mostly 12ga, 20ga, and
.410ga. Full to mostly full boxes.
Grouping of vintage cap pistols, spurs, Gunsmoke cartridge belt and holsters.
Several cap guns show wear and missing parts.
Various accessories – Mostly fired brass, some loose cartridges, partial boxes
of primers, .22 cal. bb caps, S&W handgun box, cleaner or degreaser, and
others.
(8) Vintage cap pistols – Stallion 38, Arizona, Cowboy, Gene Autry, Rancher,
and others. Cap guns show wear, cracked grips, and one broken trigger
guard.
Large grouping of assorted knives – fillet knives, boning knives, hunting
knives, folding knives, and sharpeners.
(7) Vintage cap pistols – several in cast iron (Zip, Echo, Big Clip, and Clip Jr.)
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(3) Vintage bamboo fly and casting rods – F.E. Thomas Special 7’ 3pc. casting
rod. Unmarked custom 6’ fly rod 2pc. with an extra tip. South Bend #37 9’
3pc. with an extra tip. Each in its individual rod case.
(2) Vintage bamboo and fiberglass fly rods – Thomas & Thomas model Classic
No. 3941 2pc. 7 ½’ #5 and a Phillipson Powr-Kast T80 HDH 4 ½ oz. 2pc.
fiberglass. Each in its individual rod case.
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